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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Prologue 
The pork slaughter industry is experiencing significant structural 
changes which give rise to numerous and often related adjustment problems. 
These changes may bear important implications for livestock producers-
and consumers, as well as for the firms in the industry. 
This chapter presents a general frame of inquiry used in investi­
gation of structural changes and related implications, reviews structural 
changes and problems in the livestock industry, delimits and states the 
explicit thesis problem, and extends a set of primary objectives and hy­
potheses. 
B. Frame of Inquiry 
Market organization analysis provides one useful theoretical frame­
work for studying structural changes and related adjustments. The basic 
premise of this approach is that the structure of the market influences 
the behavior or conduct of firms in the industry and that behavior in turn 
determines the quality of industrial performance. Key structure, conduct 
and performance variables must be characterized before identification of 
meaningful relationships can be discussed. 
Dimensions of market structure include the degree of: seller con­
centration, buyer concentration, product differentiation, and conditions 
of entry to the market. Dimensions of market conduct include: method of 
price determination, product quality, sales promotion policy, means of 
adapting policies with those of rivals (e.g., tacit collusion, explicit 
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collusion and complete independence), and the extent of predatory or ex­
clusionary tactics directed toward established rivals or potential entrants. 
Dimensions of market performance include: production efficiency, 
technical progressiveness, profit rates, exchange efficiency, cost of 
sales promotion and the character of the product. Essentially, market 
performance is appraised on the basis of how far economic results of an 
industry's behavior deviate from its best possible contribution to 
society's arbitrary goals; e.g., efficiency, full-employment, growth and 
equity. 
Consider time as being segmented, divided into distinct periods. 
Values for the structure, conduct and performance variables dimensioned 
above may be associated with each slice of time. Changes in many factors 
from one time period to the next contribute to structural shifts and sub­
sequently lead to possible shifts in behavior and market performance. 
Among these 'driving' factors are: transportation facilities, plant 
technology, information systems and population growth. Through inter­
related structural variables, changes in these factors may necessitate 
or evoke individual adjustments by actors in the market. These actors 
are continually adjusting to changes in the 'driving' factors, and con­
sequently, changes in market structure. 
Lags in individual market adjustments may inhibit efficient trans­
formation of the system from one time period to the next. An important 
function of market organization research is the analysis of the current 
state or period and the suggestion of alternative adjustments which would 
expedite achievement of society's goals and cushion the impact of changing 
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factors affecting market structure. 
Since market structure analysis is essentially problem oriented, 
efforts may be directed toward investigation of relationships and sugges­
tions of efficient adjustments in relevant areas. One relevant area of 
inquiry proposed by Clodius and Mueller is the extent to which a ver­
tically integrated marketing system brings about greater operating effi­
ciency than a less integrated system (15, p. 531). 
Operating efficiency is just one dimension of market performance. 
It may be considered the sum of a number of sub-dimensional categories, 
the most important of them being: scale, utilization of factors, minimum 
cost plant location, highest production function, minimum of featherbed-
ding, appropriate input proportions, optimal procurement and utilization 
of by-products (20, p. 86). 
Other savings rising from vertical integration might occur in avoid­
ance of exchange costs (e.g., advertising search, agents, order taking, 
haggling, etc.) and/or coordination (e.g., exchange of information, syn­
chronized expansion, harmonious scheduling and product selection) (20, 
p. 93). 
This brief, directed statement of market structure research sets the 
frame of inquiry for the specific area of livestock marketing, vertical 
integration and related adjustments in the livestock industry. 
C. Problem 
Important changes are taking place in the pork and pork products in­
dustry. The number of large livestock producers relative to the number 
u 
of small livestock producers is increasing because of, among other things, 
new technology and specialization. The extent of this phenomenon in Iowa 
is illustrated in Table 1.1. 
Relevant market information is more widely disseminated by private 
and government agencies. Consequently, livestock producers have the op­
portunity to become alternatives. 
Table 1.1. Distribution of Iowa farms by number of hogs marketed per year 
(in thousands) 
No. market- 1954^ 1959^ 1964c 
ed/farm farms number farms number farms number 
1-9 9.0 46.5 4.6 23.6 2.1 10.6 
10-4-9 44.9 1371.8 26.8 820.0 15.0 460.1 
50-99 45.4 32 92.4 44.4 3225.3 22.3 1615.3 
100-199 39.0 5484.1 
> 
30.3 4265.0 33.6 4732.6 
200-499 
f ] 27.8 8119.1 30.3 8834.8 
500-999 < 15.3 4150.0 2.3 1463.8 4.9 3138.9 
1000-up 
1 
.2 321.1 .8 1079.8 
Totals 156.6 14344.8 136.4 18237.9 109.0 19872.1 
^Source: (67a, p. 19). 
^Source: (67b, p. 19). 
•^Source: (67c, p. 27). 
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Marketings of producers indicate a trend away from central markets 
and specifically, direct to packers» Without attempting to imply any 
causal relationship, the decline of central markets is evident. Since 
the shift is more pronounced among younger farmers who may rely more 
heavily on profit-maximizing alternatives and less on habit, the counter 
central market trend is not likely to reverse in the near future. 
Two major structural changes have been occurring over the years in 
the packing and processing industry. Decentralization - plant movements 
from terminal or central market locations to interior locations - was 
prompted by: 1) the advent and spread of modern truck transportation and 
improved mechanical refrigeration which reduced reliance on railroads and 
waterways, and 2) changes in plant technology. 
These same factors reduced barriers to entry, which permitted new, 
smaller and more specialized firms to enter the industry. Consequently, 
a greater degree of déconcentration evolved along with the decentraliza­
tion of the industry. According to Williams and Stout (76, p. 353), 
the share of the four largest packers has declined: 1908 - 43.0%, 1916 -
50.8%, 1919 - 52.7%, 1924 - 44.7%, 1929 - 40.2%, 1935 - 41.4%, 1947 -
40.4% and 1955 - 36.4%. 
Concurrent changes in meat wholesaling and retailing have contributed 
to the overall pattern of structural evolution. The decline of packing 
house branches and the increase ofc" independent meat wholesalers is striking­
ly evident in meat wholesaling; the decline of single-unit grocery stores 
and the increase of multi-unit, chain retailers is similarly apparent in 
meat retailing (76, p. 402), However, to limit the scope of the problem. 
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these changes and the contributing factors will not be elaborated here. 
To further delimit the problem, the emphasis is placed upon the link 
between producers and packers in the live market and the effects of 
structural shifts on this relationship. 
In years past, the central markets, or terminal markets, imple­
mented the familiar primary price-making function: They provided a place 
and mechanism for a number of competing sellers who offered a somewhat 
homogeneous product to a number of competing buyers. Ideally, the sellers 
would receive and the buyers would pay a price determined solely by supply 
and demand'. 
Marketing methods changed with the shift from terminals to the in­
terior. Direct buying, dealers and buying stations have increased in 
importance. Different market adjustments may be advanced. Domination of 
dealers or buying stations may prevail, or vertical integration through 
contracting may be the 'wave of the future*. 
For example. Porter and Schneidau suggest "... the packer may find 
it desirable to contract with large producers for his supply of hogs", and 
"Probably more hogs will be marketed through cooperative marketing organiza­
tions in the future with the cooperative having a contract with, the pro­
ducer." They further say "Meat packing firms* operational costs will be 
reduced as a result of these developments relative to what their costs 
would have been without the changes" (54, p. 2). 
Some factors which may contribute to cost reduction or an increase 
in operational efficiency as a result of contractual vertical integration 
are: guaranteed constant, uniform supply; lessening of risk; and lowering 
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of procurement costs. 
The delimited problem for this thesis is one of quantifying these 
factors and developing relationships for a variety of conditions. The 
next section contains the statement of primary objectives and hypotheses 
which arise directly from the delimited problem. 
D, Objectives and Hypotheses 
1. Definitions 
Two definitions are introduced at this juncture: 1. In-plant 
processing costs - kill and chill costs - include costs associated with 
slaughtering hogs, cooling carcasses to proper temperature and trimming 
edible and inedible products from carcasses. These costs do not include 
cutting or rendering operations. 2. Assembly costs are expenses asso­
ciated with procurement of hogs for slaughter. They include buying and 
transportation costs, but exclude livestock purchase price. 
2. Obj ect ives 
Accurate hog slaughter cost data is relatively difficult to obtain. 
The first set of objectives deals with alleviating this scarcity. These 
objectives are: 
1. To establish in-plant processing costs for a single-shift hog 
slaughter plant in Icwa. 
a. To establish costs - synthesize a model plant - for a plant 
in the 300 head per hour range. 
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b. To synthesize costs for the model plant at slaughter rates of 
approximately 100%, 85% and 7 0% of rated capacity. 
c. To synthesize costs for probable plant time adjustments at 
each of these three slaughter rates. 
2. To establish assembly costs for a single-plant firm where the 
costs consist of: buying station costs, transportation costs and coor­
dination costs. 
3. To combine assembly and in-plant processing costs to provide a 
data basebook for use in this and other studies, e.g., optimal location 
research. 
The second set of objectives builds upon the first set and may be 
summed up in one statement: 
1. To establish average cost estimates under alternative combina­
tions of procurement and processing practices. To incorporate uncertainty 
and evaluate cost changes. 
3„ Hypotheses 
TVo general hypotheses are advanced: 
1. An increase in operational efficiency - cost reduction - could 
result from vertical integration, e.g., through contracting. 
2. Average processing costs would be lower (higher) given an even 
(fluctuating) flow of livestock. 
Additional specific hypotheses arc formulated within the context of the 
thesis and will not be presented here. 
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II. SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
A. Production and Costs 
Conventional production and cost theory regard input and output 
levels as rates of flow per unit time (32, p, 44; 6, p. 23; 34, p. 236). 
The traditional productivity concepts - total, average and marginal - re­
late factor input per unit time and the rate of output. Similarly, 
traditional cost concepts - total, average and marginal - relate rate of 
output and cost per unit time. 
Alchian (6), Hirschleifer (34) and French, Sammet and Bressler (25), 
among others, have raised issue with economists' emphasis of the rate 
dimension. Output and consequently costs may be considered as possessing 
a number of characteristics; rate is only one. Total quantity produced, 
referred to as 'volume' by Alchian, is a second feature. A third charac­
teristic, according to Alchian, is the programmed time schedule of avail­
ability of output, which may be recognized by its planned delivery date 
(6, p. 24). 
French, Sammet and Bressler considered two dimensions of output, 
rate and time, in their investigation of specific agricultural food-
processing costs (25)o The time dimension of output, as described by 
F-S-B, may be roughly considered as a simplified version of Alchian's 
second and third characteristics of output, namely volume and delivery 
date. It is the F-S-B two-dimensional aspect of output which shall be 
discussed and applied in this thesis. It is neither difficult nor un­
reasonable to imagine the decision-maker in a livestock slaughter plant 
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viewing weekly output alternatives in terms of crew size (rate) and gang 
hours (time). 
Suppose all productive factors except labor are combined in fixed 
proportion to each other and to output. Then, varying the factors in 
their fixed proportion, several hypothetical relationships between output, 
number of workers and hours of crew time may be developed. 
The rate of output, R, is a function of L, the number of workers 
employed. Adding the jth employee to the work crew may result in a re­
organization of specific tasks on the production line. Each crew size 
may be associated with some rate of production. Algebraically, 
R = f(L) . (2.1) 
Defining h as the number of hours of crew time during - say a week -
then weekly output is simply 
Y = hR = hf(L) (2.2) 
which implicitly assumes linear output in the time dimension. 
A firm can control weekly output by adjusting the number of crew 
hours for a given labor force, by hiring or laying off workers to alter 
the size of the labor force, or by some combination of both.^ The three-
dimensional production surface described in equation 2.2 is graphically 
simplified to the familiar contour or isoquant map in Figure 2.1. The 
vertical axis shows the number of workers employed and the horizontal 
axis represents the number of hours of crew time. 
Costs for a given level of output may differ for alternative combina­
tions of labor and time. Further, institutional restraints coupled with 
uncertainty often complicate cost relationships considered in the rate-time 
framework. Restraints and implications in the pork-slaughter industry will 
be elaborated in a later chapter. 
1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 
O 
0.00 7.00 m. 00 21.00 2B.00 35,00 UZ.OO 
HOURS PER WEEK 
Figure 2.1, Hypothetical rate-time iso-production map 
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Several interesting properties of the rate-time isoquants may be 
detailed. First, given rate of production measured in output per hour, 
the trace of the surface at one hour is f(L), the productivity of labor. 
Second, it can be shown that the shape of the isoquants depends upon the 
shape of £(L). f'(L) greater than zero for all L implies down-sloping 
isoquants and f"(L) less than zero for all L, (which translates as de­
creasing returns to additional laborers) implies convex isoquants. For 
f'(L) greater than zero, isoquants are linear only if 
f'CL) = 2(f (L))^/f(L) (2.3) 
and f"(L) greater than zero for all L. And the linear isoquants are not 
parallel.^ 
It is apparent that the isoquants presented here can never touch 
either axis, because output is necessarily zero without time or without 
laborers, precluding 100% automation. 
B. Assembly 
The derivation of a useful general assembly cost relationship is 
complicated and difficult because each assembly situation is unique. 
Several simplifying assumptions are employed in this section to derive an 
assembly cost function which considers truck transportation, a grid system 
The eclation for an isoquant where Y = Yq» h = Y^^f(L), is a rear­
rangement of equation 2.2. The signs of dh/df(L) and d h/df(L)^ determine 
the slope and convexity of the isoquant, respectively, 
dh/df(L) = -Yof'(L)/(f(L))2 (2.4) 
d 2 h / d f ( L ) 2  =  Y ^ ( 2 f ' ( L ) f ' ( L ) - f ( L ) f " ( L ) ) / ( f ( L ) ) 3  ( 2 . 5 )  
^At least one source (59, p. 8) displays parallel, linear isoquants. 
Since 2.4 for any given L, assuming f'(L) is not equal to zero, the isoquant 
slopes change as Yq changes, which precludes parallel isoquants. 
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of roads typical in Iowa, and density of livestock availability. Although 
livestock are usually concentrated in scattered production nodes, it is 
assumed that livestock density is uniform over the supply area to allow 
development of a continuous function. 
The assumption of a grid system of roads results in a tilted square 
supply area. (For example, see French (24)). Further, it is assumed the 
firm absorbs truck transportation cost of: 
t = a + Bm (2.6) 
dollars per head, where a equals the fixed cost per head (associated 
with loading, unloading, etc.), B equals the transport cost per head per 
mile and m equals the number of road miles from producer to plant. 
The number of square miles in the supply area. A, is 
A = 2K^ (2.7) 
where K is the distance in miles from the area center to the boundary. 
The number of hogs in the supply area at any given time is 
S = dA (2.8) 
where d is the density of livestock or the number of livestock per square 
mile. 
Substituting 2.7, S becomes 
S = d2K^. (2.9) 
Solving for K, 
K = (S/2d)'^ . (2.10) 
Total transportation cost, T, for given output and density is composed 
of two elements 
lU 
T = Tg + Tv (2.11) 
where Tf equals transportation costs not associated with distance 
Tf = as (2.12) 
and Ty equals transportation costs associated with distance. 
Ty is expressed as a double integral: 
K K-Y 
Ty = j J 4dB(X+Y) dXdY (2.13) 
0 0 
where X is the horizontal distance and Y is the vertical distance to any-
given producer located by the point (X,Y) in the supply area from the 
centrally located (0,0) plant. 
Evaluation of the integrals yields: 
Tv = 4(dBK:3)/3 . (2.14) 
But since 2.10, T^ becomes 
Tv = (2/3)B(sV2d)^ (2.15) 
a function of transportation cost per head per mile, quantity desired and 
density of livestock availability. 
Total transportation cost is (2.15) plus (2.12) or 
T = as  + (2/3)B(sV2d)^ . (2.16)  
Average transportation cost, V, is 
V = a + (2/3)B(S/2d)'^ (2.17) 
and marginal transportation cost, M, is 
M = a + B(S/2d)^ . (2.18) 
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Figure 2.2 shows hypothetical average and marginal transportation 
1 
cost functions for assumed levels of density of 2, 5 and 8w Average 
cost functions are plotted with letters, and marginal cost functions are 
plotted with symbols. In the volume range considered, the figure shows 
cost may be cut considerably by increasing density. 
The theoretical transportation cost function derived here will be 
used in a later chapter as the assembly function for a synthesized model 
firm, where it will be combined with in-plant costs to provide composite 
cost estimates. 
^Estimates of a and B are pursued in a subsequent chapter. These 
estimates are used in Figure 2.2 without further comment at this point. 
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III. REVIEW OF SLAUGHTER PLANT COST STUDIES 
Ao Introduction 
There has been recent interest in livestock slaughter plant costs. 
Coefficient estimates have been sought for: economies of scale studies, 
feasibility and investment planning studies and optimal location studies. 
Although relevant cost data are often difficult to obtain, a number of 
articles and bulletins have appeared in the literature during the past 
six years. These research activities may be categorized according to 
their methodological considerations or according to their empirical con­
tent (that is, the species of livestock slaughtered, cattle, hogs and/or 
sheep; the stages considered, assembly, coordination, kill line and/or 
cut line; and the primary cost sources, labor, materials, other variable 
and/or fixed.) 
The cost studies reviewed in this chapter are placed into two broad 
groups according to their primary emphasis, either in-plant slaughter 
costs or assembly costs. To further subdivide in-plant cost studies, 
species slaughtered is considered. Hog slaughter studies are split into 
two classes, those primarily concerned with labor costs and all others. 
Finally, the problem of supply variation is considered. 
B. In-Plant Slaughter Costs 
1. Cattle 
Although beef slaughter costs are not directly related to the 
thesis, methods employed in their research may be applicable. Also, 
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several inquiries include both cattle and hog statistics and consequently 
are of interest. A sprinkling of these are presented here. 
Each year the American Meat Institute publishes a set of financial 
facts relevant to the meat packing industry (8). The statistics are based 
largely on the confidential reports of approximately 100 companies. Since 
the data are sufficiently aggregated to 'protect'individual contributors, 
the AMI reports are therefore of limited use in analyzing individual plant 
cost structure. 
Sanders, Frazier and Padgett (57) evaluated factors associated with 
internal efficiencies in livestock slaughter plants in Georgia. They 
selected four plants for intensive study, each of which killed both hogs 
and cattle. Time studies were used to estimate labor requirements and 
related cost coefficients; other costs were determined from plant records-
The four surveyed plants were small by Iowa standards: cattle slaughter 
ranged from 5 to 26 thousand head per year and hog slaughter ranged from 
20 to 155 thousand head per year. 
Their major concern was evaluation of labor efficiency in terms of 
time on the job versus time not on the job. Their study does not dis­
tinguish between rate changes and time changes in output and does not in­
clude an appraisal of procurement costs-
Stout and Dickey (64) surveyed the Ohio livestock industry in 1962. 
Their publication placed the emphasis on labor productivity and procure­
ment. It was suggested that the small packers were purchasing on the 
terminal markets, whereas the large packers maintained a variety of live­
stock sources. 
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Franzmann and Kuntz undertook a thorough investigation of economies 
of size in southwestern beef slaughter plants (22). It was essencially a 
scale study in which utility expense was the only cost estimated with a 
regression function from a cross-section of actual plant records. 
The Franzmann-Kuntz effort was different from most of its predeces­
sors in that costs were estimated at six levels of operation or percentages 
of capacity for each plant. It was assumed that plants mads time adjust­
ments - labor crew hours - to estimate costs at these levels. 
Logan and King's Giannini Foundation research report, also a scale 
study, detailed costs for alternative beef slaughter plants (42). Their 
procedure was essentially one suggested in French, Sammet and Bressler 
(25), that of breaking the production process into its basic components, 
determining the physical input-output coefficients and synthesizing model 
plants for various output levels. They recognized the multi-dimensional 
aspect of output (e.g., time and rate); however their major emphasis was 
placed on the rate dimension. 
Labor requirements for 1, 2 and 3 bed plants and on-the-rail plants 
were synthesized from equipment manufacturers' data; only utility costs 
were developed from plant records. 
An envelope or long-run planning curve was derived. It showed that 
the continuous on-the-rail plants, which were larger than the conventional 
bed-type plants, operated at a lower cost per head. 
2. Hogs 
a. Complete slaughter costs Complete vertical integration is 
not typical in a modern mechanized hog slaughter plant. Kill and chill 
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or kill and cut operations are relatively numerous. Not withstanding, 
pork slaughter cost studies are rare when compared with the number of 
equivalent beef cost studies. Also, the size of firms investigated has 
been restricted primarily to those with small plants. 
Donald Agnew of the USDA-ERS has been active in the continuing re­
search of meatpacker costs (1, 2, 3, 4). His ERS publications represent 
cross-section studies of an aggregative nature and consequently are of 
limited use in the analysis of individual firms. 
Donald Hammons, an industrial engineer, developed data which could 
be helplul in increasing the efficiency of hog killing-floor operations 
(31). Labor time (productive and unproducti'e) and equipment costs were 
determined for three alternative hog slaughtering and dressing systems: 
1) gravity rail, 2) powered rail, and 3) chain conveyor. The slaughter 
rate for each system was fixed at 100 head per hour, small by Iowa 
standards. 
Guy Cassell's dissertation (14) included costs for four slaughter 
plants with designed capacity rates of 20, 50, 125 and 300 head per hour. 
He attempted to ascertain the influence of hog production density on the 
size of hog slaughter plants in North Carolina, Since density of live­
stock production in the Southeast is relatively low, the synthesized 
plants are smaller than what is generally found in Iowa. Cost estimates 
determined by Cassell may be considered as representative only of the South­
east. For example, the plant worker's wage was assumed to be $1.60 per 
hour, which is far below average wages in Iowa. 
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The cost functions synthesized from data supplied by an equipment 
manufacturer and construction engineer who service the Southeast, and 
from several plants and utility companies in North Carolina (14, p. 101). 
The spatial aspects of procurement were developed around the density 
concept. (This will be discussed further later in the chapter.) 
The livestock supply was assumed to be uniformly distributed over 
the year, consequently his synthesized plants operated at a constant 
output level. 
b. Labor costs A majority of pork slaughter cost inquiries focus 
upon labor. The reason is quite simple: wages and related employee 
fringe benefits comprise over 50% of total operating expenses (S, p. 2). 
Increased labor efficiency is the primary concern in most of these studies. 
Agnew suggested that controlling costs in fresh pork operations is 
a continuing problem (1, p. 3). Labor efficiency is difficult to maintain 
because of limiting factors such as minimum work week and fluctuating 
daily slaughter. The influence of these factors cannot be derived from 
monthly accounting data; rather their combined effect is observed CI, p. ^)-
Agnew further noted that problems also arise when comparing labor ef­
ficiency among plants. (Similar problems arise in source 57.) These 
differences were attributed to: the definition of kill crew labor, ac­
counting procedures and alternative combinations of equipment and labor (1, 
p. 6). Wage rate differences could also lead to diverging plant labor 
costs. By summation of plant records, Agnew "found no consistent relation­
ship of plant size to labor efficiency or labor cost per head" (1, p. 14). 
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Crowder and Juillerat (8) surveyed Virginia meatpackers and deter­
mined variation in labor efficiency and selected costs. They concluded 
that there was "no meaningful relationship between volume and labor ef­
ficiency nor volume and costs" (18, p. 8). Their report suffers from the 
same faults as most accounting data analyses: aggregation of plant records 
confounds the many factors which affect efficiency and costs. 
Schneidau and Havlicek (59) investigated labor productivity for 
killing and dressing operations in selected Indiana meat-packing plants. 
They used least squares regression to estimate labor productivity func­
tions. Conclusions related to hog slaughter were: "the level of labor 
productivity was related to size of plant", and "Larger plants tended to 
be more efficient in labor use" (59, p. 1). Input-output data, collected 
on a monthly basis, consisted of man-hours of production and pounds of 
meat. Although explicitly noting the rate and time dimensions of labor 
input, th^assumed the differences away: "Since this study was concerned 
primarily with the dimension of hours, it was assumed that ... men and 
hours are perfect substitutes"^ (59, p. 8). 
Logan's Supplemental Study for the National Commission on Food Market­
ing, "Labor Cost of Slaughtering Hogs" (41), provides another approach to 
labor and scale economies in hog slaughter. He avoided the accounting 
data pitfall by synthesizing labor crews for 75, 150, 300 and 600 head 
per hour plants. His results were consistent with Schneidau and Havlicek 
(59) above, that is, increased labor efficiency was apparent in larger 
plants (41, p. 7). 
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C. Assembly Costs 
While there are few studies of in-plant hog slaughter costs, there 
are even fewer investigations of assembly or live-hog procurement costs. 
Most of the complete costs studies reviewed in a previous section either 
completely disregarded assembly costs or arbitrarily assumed some fixed 
level per head. 
Only Cassell (14) viewed the spatial aspect of procurement. He in­
corporated density of livestock production, assumed the plant absorbed 
transportation and integrated assembly with in-plant costs to determine the 
effect of livestock availability on plant size. 
One phase of Stout and Dickey's survey of the Ohio livestock industry 
was concerned with current and future methods of procurement (64). Future 
procurement plans included expansion of direct buying, contract buying 
and carcass grade and yield with these expected advantaged: greater 
pricing accuracy, reduction of seasonal fluctuations and reduction in 
procurement costs (64, p. 19). 
Trotter and Mcintosh determined procurement costs for a sample of 
plants located in the Northeast (66). To reduce accounting discrepancies 
they recorded units in physical terms, e.g., number of head, miles of 
buyer travel and hours of buying time; standardized prices or rates were 
applied to these units- Costs included were: buying commissions, mileage 
for buyer travel, buyer time (traveling and buying), and transportation. 
Neither fixed costs nor buying stations were included. Almost 90% of the 
hogs were assembled by two methods, order buying and auctions. 
They found quite a variation in average procurement costs which ranged 
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from 21 cents to $2.14 per cwt. A second finding was that transportation 
was "... the principal if not the largest cost item" (66, p. 15). 
Integration or contracting was mentioned (among other techniques) as 
a possible cost-reducing alternative, but since they surveyed existing 
structure, it was suggested that "plants should analyze carefully their 
procurement costs" (66, p. 15). 
In summation of procurement or assembly cost studies, it is possible 
to say that nothing substantial (at least to the author's knowledge) has 
been published in assembly costs for hogs in the North-Central region. 
It would not be fair to attribute the Northeast costs of Trotter and 
Mcintosh (66) to the Midwest, where buying stations and local deliveries 
play a much larger role. 
It might also be added that only direct procurement costs have been 
considered. Direct costs are those items which can be readily identified 
and associated with some physical unit, such as those associated with 
transportation, buyer time and travel expenses, etc. Indirect procurement 
costs are not readily discernible. They appear as higher live prices 
paid to producers than conditions otherwise would normally require. For 
example, say plant A misjudges the market and attempts to buy more live­
stock than it should, bidding up the price. This indirectly affects 
plant B which as a result of an error in judgment by a rival is forced to 
alter its behavior. 
However, direct procurement costs will remain of prime concern, 
since the concept of indirect costs is nebulous and data is not accessible. 
D. Supply Variation 
Fluctuations in input supplies are not uncommon in many food-product 
processing plants. Fluctuations may occur cyclically, seasonally, weekly 
daily or more likely, some combination of all four. Factor supply vari­
ation forces costs higher than they would have been under constant factor 
availability for a number of reasons, among them being overtime costs and 
less than designed capacity output rates. The possibility of reducing 
average costs bears implications for integration or coordination of opera 
tions between plants and producers. 
Logan and King (42) considered beef slaughter costs under condi­
tions of quarterly supply variation in California. They assumed plants 
operated at full capacity rate during peak supply quarters and at some re 
duced capacity rates during the other quarters. Thus, the problem of 
overtime and over-capacity production was averted. 
They concluded the "net effect of the seasonality of slaughter is to 
reduce annual output for a given plant while increasing average costs", 
and "seasonality of supply of animals forces overcapacity in certain 
stages of the plant during portions of the year" (42, p. 110). 
Logan's August, 1963 JFE article, probably based on the same data as 
Logan and King (42), concluded in a similar fashion (40). He used the 
same technique - adjustment of full capacity kill - to estimate slaughter; 
however, weekly instead of quarterly slaughter was used. 
None of the pork slaughter cost studies reviewed in this chapter ex­
plicitly considered the effects of variation in livestock supplies; an 
even flow of livestock was assumed. To conclude: there have been few 
2b 
published hog slaughter cost studies and even fewer hog procurement 
studies. Also, there have been only several attempts to estimate rela­
tionships between in-plant costs and variation in livestock supplies. 
Virtually no attempt has been made to integrate assembly and in-plant 
costs and estimate the impact of supply variation. Hopefully, this 
thesis will provide such estimates. 
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IV. DERIVATION OF MODEL PLANT COST COEFFICIENTS 
A. Measurement of Plant Costs 
The literature indicates two major approaches to cost measurement in 
processing plants: the plant records approach and engineering approach. 
The former relies on accounting records to establish operating costs for 
alternative plants. The later relies on data usually not found in plant 
records, e.g., detailed description of plant operations, time studies, 
work sampling studies, and analysis of standard work data (25, p* 581). 
Application of the plant records method generates rough but often 
useful estimates of input-output relationships and costs. However, extreme 
care must be exercised since plant records often are sufficiently ag­
gregated to confound input-output relationships attributable to alterna­
tive combinations of processing rate and hours of operation. 
The engineering approach produces detailed information regarding 
utilization of capacity and supplies accurate estimates of input-output 
relationships. However, this approach is not without disadvantages. For 
example, time studies involve the arbitrary setting of some skill norm 
for each job because observed workers may differ in abilities. The prob­
lem can be mitigated by increasing observations and/or observing over a 
longer time period. 
Analysis of standard work data, a micromotion technique developed by 
industrial engineers, requires detailed descriptions of arm and hand motion, 
weight and size of objects grasped, etc. Determining input-output rela­
tionships with this procedure is generally very time consuming and validity 
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depends upon the accuracy of initial micromotion measurements. 
The choice of approaches in an investigation depends upon the study 
objectives, the time period involved, and the availability of project 
funds. The plant records approach may be preferred if the objectives are 
broad and time and funds are limited. A complete engineering study could 
prove costly and time consuming, but would usually generate superior esti­
mates of input-output relationships and costs. 
B. Model Plant Synthesis 
1. Method 
We have chosen to synthesize the cost structure of a hog kill plant 
with a designed capacity of 310 head per hour. Several reasons are offered 
for this choice of plant size. First, a large equipment manufacturer has 
found that hog slaughter plants in the 300 head per hour range and the 600 
head per hour range are usually more economical.^ Second, plants in the 
300 head per hour range are relatively numerous in Iowa. This not only 
facilitates data collection, but will allow more Iowa plants to readily 
associate their own experiences with the estimates and conclusions of this 
thesis. 
A combination of the plant records approach and the engineering ap­
proach was used to determine input-output relations and make costs estimates. 
Many of the primary input-output data and building size requirements were 
derived from detailed description of plant facilities and operations ob­
tained through contact with relevant packing plant personnel. Other costs, 
Marshall, R. H., Chicago, Illinois. Economy of hog slaughter plants. 
Private communication- July 28, 1967. 
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essentially supplies and services, utilities and wages were transcribed 
directly t'roui plant accounting records. Constructed as sucli, the model 
plant is neither an average of existing plant costs nor an efficient 
structure which should be emulated by all existing plants; but, recog­
nizing the existence of cost differentials in all parts of the country, 
it is intended to serve as a 'representative plant' or a benchmark for 
our research purposes. 
The records used in the model plant cost synthesis were obtained from 
a survey of seven hog slaughter plants. Responses to our queries ranged 
from near complete disclosure to evasive secrecy. In order to comply 
with cooperating managers' wishes, the plants will not be identified in 
any manner. 
2. Description of plant operations 
Hogs are purchased from producers by the plant procurement department 
and are transported from producers to the plant's holding pens. Yardmen 
drive the hogs from the holding corrals to the stunning area; to facili­
tate their task, the livestock are funneled through a restraining chute 
where electrified wires suspended from the top, or drivers equipped with 
electric prods, encourage the hogs toward their inevitable fate. The hogs 
enter the stunning pen one at a time where they are squeezed to prevent 
movement while a pronged device placed against their heads stuns them with 
an electric shock. The immobilized hogs are then dropped out onto a landing 
table where they are stuck and shackeled. 
A hoist raises the hogs from the landing area to a bleeding rail 
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where, after remaining £or approximately four to six minutes, they are 
automatically dumped into the scalding vat. The hogs are scalded at 
temperatures ranging from 136° to 140°F. to loosen hair for the next 
operation» They remain in the vat for three to seven minutes depending 
upon a number of factors, e.g., the temperature of the water, the location 
of the plant, the time of the year and the breed of hog currently being 
slaughtered. It is important that the worker attending the scalding process 
be experienced, since under- or over-scalding can result in decreased 
quality and/or excess shaving time. 
The dehairing process follows. The hogs are hydraulically lifted 
from the scalding vat and unloaded into the dehairing machine where 
mechanical, flexible rubber beaters tipped with metal clips scrape the hair. 
The almost fully-dehaired hogs emerge glistening and drop onto the gambrel-
ling table. 
Some further cleaning may take place at the gambrelling table. While 
one worker makes gam cuts in the hind legs and inserts the gambrel, other 
workers may be scraping some excess hair from the head and foreleg area. 
The gambrel is then fastened to a trolly which is attached to an overhead 
rail; the carcasses move along the rail throughout the remainder of the 
productive stages. 
In most plants the next productive phase is singeing of the carcasses, 
which is accomplished automatically by a series of gas flames installed 
in an open-ended cabinet. Singeing removes some of the fine hair missed 
by the dehairing machine and also colors heavier hair missed so that it be­
comes more readily visible to the-ensuing shavers. 
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Since the mechanical dehairiiig and singeing operations may not be 
perte-ct, shaving ol. the carcass must be accoiiip 1 islied by a number of work­
ers using hand knives. Of course, the number ot workers shaving depends 
on the efficiency of the cleaning operations, preceding them in the line. 
Generally when several shavers are used, each shaver specializes in one 
certain area of the carcass. 
Following dehairing, singeing and shaving, the carcasses pass through 
a washing cabinet where they are automatically thoroughly rinsed with 
water sprays. At this point the facer removes eyelashes and eardrums, 
skins faces and does other miscellaneous trimming. Also at this point 
the header removes each hog's head and places it on an individual rack, 
to be first inspected and then completely trimmed. 
The next phase involves opening the carcasses- The breastbone and 
brisket are split, the carcasses are opened, and the extended sides are 
hooked back to the adjacent hogs on the rail. 
Evisceration follows. A worker makes a cut from lung to breast and 
removes the liver, lungs, heart, large and small intestines, pancreas, 
spleen, stomach, bladder and fat; and places the contents in a stainless 
steel pan on the viscera inspection conveyor. The conveyor moves at the 
same speed as the carcasses on the overhead rail, so that the viscera 
from a given carcass and the carcass move toghether. Should the viscera 
be rejected by the federal inspector, the carcass is shunted off the main 
rail for further inspection. The viscera are finally separated, cleaned 
and packed. 
The carcasses are then marked in the center of the backbone and, as 
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is the case with most Icwa plants, split down the middle with a power 
saw. However, some plants still use a man with a hand cleaver to do the 
splitting. At this point, the carcasses are given a final inspection by 
the local, state and/or federal meat inspection service; if they pass 
inspection they move on to the next station. 
Bruises often found on the carcasses - perhaps the result of abusive 
or careless treatment of live hogs during procurement - are trimmed and 
are transferred from the kill floor to the rendering department. Leaf 
fat, which is the fat hanging on the inside flank of each carcass side, 
is removed or pulled at this station. 
Hams are faced next. Facing involves cutting the skin and removing 
a section of fat from the outside edge of the ham. This effectively 
exposes a greater portion of ham lean and is most easily performed while 
the carcass is still hot. 
Final washing of carcasses is executed at this juncture. The car­
casses are branded, weighed and moved into the cooler, where they remain 
for at least 24 hours before being shipped out to carcass breaking points.^ 
Branding, a procedure required by the governmental inspection service, 
consists of marking the carcasses with the inspection stamp. 
Many plants in Iowa currently tattoo hogs with an identification mark 
in the yards previous to slaughter. The tattoo mark is recorded along 
with grade and weight of the carcasses so that yield and value of each hog 
1 
In some plants carcasses may be cut up in another department to be 
shipped as pieces (loins, bellies, hams, etc.). Further vertical integra­
tion may be evident in the same plant; for example, a sausage kitchen may 
be adjacently located. 
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may be compared with the source and live price paid by the procurement 
department. This procedure improves the firm's selection of hoga by a more 
thorough evaluation of alternative sources of supply. 
3. In-plant processing costs 
In-plant processing costs include all expenses associated with hold­
ing hogs at the plant, moving them through the slaughter line, trimming 
edible and inedible parts from the carcass and chilling the carcass. These 
costs were classified as either fixed or variable (operating) costs, al­
though it is recognized that some costs may fall in both categories. 
Fixed costs include: 1) allocation over time of (a) building and 
construction costs which result from construction of slaughter room, 
chill cooler, holding pens, boiler room and worker welfare facilities; 
(b) equipment expenses which include furnishing equipment for the slaughter 
room; chill cooler and boiler; (c) mechanical and electrical installation 
expenses; 2) taxes; 3) insurance; and 4) interest on investment. Oper­
ating costs include: kill line labor, maintenance labor, supervisory—labor, 
utilities, supplies and services. 
a. In-plant fixed costs Management and sales costs are difficult 
to allocate to particular activities in a completely integrated plant. 
Moreover, the administrative costs may, in some instances, be a function 
of net revenue. Consequently, these costs have not been considered. Cer­
tain fixed costs which depend solely upon the precise plant location and 
its relationship to the local environment have been excluded. These costs 
include: land, site improvement expenses, trackage, access roads, utility 
extensions and connections. Also excluded from the study are costs rising 
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from edible and inedible rendering or refining activities. Perhaps it 
would be possible to roughly consider these excluded costs as bearing a 
functional relationship to the other fixed costs. However this task is 
left to the interested reader. 
Discussion of the included costs, the problems encountered, and the 
methods of derivation follow. 
It is difficult to determine the cost of a durable factor's contribu­
tion to production in any single, short time interval because the services 
of the durable factor are released over a much longer time period and 
under possibly differing conditions. Values carried in plant records 
often reflect original costs and some type of 'book* depreciation which 
may vary considerably from plant to plant. Using original costs implicitly 
assumes durable factor prices will not increase over the useful life of 
the factor, since the objective is to provide estimates of factor replace­
ment costs (25, p. 591). 
Consequently, depreciation of all fixed assets for the model plant 
was determined arbitrarily by the simple straight-line method; that is, an 
asset with an assumed useful life of n years - and zero scrap value - was 
depreciated at the rate of 1/n each year. This depreciation serves as a 
proxy for the costs of the durable asset's services during the year. 
A rule of thumb for fixed investment costs for a packing plant allo­
cates 4% to general contract, 20% to mechanical, (e.g., plumbing, heating, 
and ventilating), 15% to refrigeration, 7-^0 to electrical, and 17 2% to 
equipment. Using this rule of thumb, it follows that total plant invest-
^Regier, Willis, A.I.A. Omaha, Nebraska. Fixed investment costs for 
packing plant. Private communication. June 12, 1968. 
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ment can be estimated if one of the component costs is known with reason­
able accuracy. We chose to synthesize the largest cost component and use 
it to derive total investment and its other components. 
General contract costs were derived using a two step procedure. An 
attempt was made to utilize an existing general form or devise a form for 
estimating required areas (square feet) for each section of the building. 
Then, total building construction (general contract) cost was determined 
by multiplying these areas by a construction cost per square foot. Ad­
mittedly, these construction costs are rather arbitrary and will vary be­
tween plant size and locations. Table 4.1 shows the area and cost per 
square foot for each section of the model plant and summarizes the fixed 
costs. 
Since the plant areas were at the base of the cost pyramid, i.e., 
all fixed costs were determined by these areas, some discussion will be 
devoted to their derivation. 
Slaughter room area was based on the linear regression equation A = 
583.113 + 21.661(S) where A equals the slaughter room area and S equals 
( . 806)  
the designed head per hour slaughtering rate. The parameters were 
estimated using data from Cassell (14, p. 37) and our survey; the standard 
error of the slope coefficient is shown under the parameter estimate. 
Chill cooler area was determined by the equation A = 24H + (54) {6 jlT 
+ 160 where A equals chill cooler area and H equals designed head per hour. 
The formula is based on Cassell's description of a typical chill copier. 
Carcasses are hung on rails 36 inches apart with each carcass occupying 
approximately 12 inches of rail space. The cooler has 10 feet of space 
Table 4.1. In-plant fixed cost summary £or 310 head/hour plant 
Area Cost/sq.ft. Total cost Annual cost Weekly cosf 
Building 
Slaughter room 7,300 sq.ft. $ 17.50 $ 12 7,750 
Chill cooler 10,015 16.50 165,248 
Holding pens 19,000 5.00 95,000 
Boiler room 560 7.00 3,920 
Total general contract 407,168 
Mechanical and electrical 279 ,928  
Building cost 687 ,096  $ 22,903^ $ 440.45 
Equipment cost 330 ,824  16,54lC 318.10 
Plant investment $1 , 017 ,920  $ 39 ,444  $ 758.55 
Interest on average investment, insurance 
and taxes (Sum = 5,5% of plant investment) 55,986 1,076.65 
Fixed in-plant cost per time period $95,430 $1,835.20 
^Annual cost divided by 52. 
^Total cost divided by 30 (assume straight line depreciation, zero scrap value). 
^Total cost divided by 20 (assume straight line depreciation, zero scrap value). 
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at each end and 4 feet of additional space on the sides. The cooler is to 
1 
accommodate the 'normal' daily kill (14, p. 41). This formula allows ap­
proximately 3 square feet of floor space for each carcass and provides 
space as indicated above. In times of above normal kill, within limits, 
this space may be used to accommodate the additional carcasses. 
Holding corrals were assumed to be sufficiently large to hold approxi­
mately 1^4 days kill, figuring a minimum of six square feet per hog. Some 
excess capacity introduces a certain amount of flexibility. Since the ar­
rival of hogs at the plant may not be at a uniform rate, the holding pens 
allow livestock to accumulate and be fed into kill line at the desired rate. 
A boiler was used to supply steam and hot water to the plant. No 
attempt was made to fit a function for area of the boiler room based on 
volume. The area for the model plant boiler room represents an adjustment 
of a previously determined area for a 300 head/hour plant (14, p. 37). 
Welfare facilities include locker, bathroom, and shower facilities and 
equipment. Utilizing Cassell's data (14, pp. 37 and 53) the area for the 
model plant was based on the regression equation A = 270.113 + 15.679L where 
(2.153) 
L equals the number of workers employed when the plant is operating at de­
signed capacity slaughter rate. 
Equipment costs vary with plant location, plant size, and the degree 
of automation. These costs were determined by the rule of thumb outlined 
above and are entered in Table 4.1. 
^The cooler's primary hanging spacc was assumed to be square; adding 
4 feet on each side and 10 feet at each end resulted in a rectangular 
cooler. 
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Interest on investment, insurance and taxes was assumed to be 5.5% 
oC the total Cixed investment. Thu proportion of each was, respectively, 3%, 
1.5% and 1%. Interest on investment (opportunity cost) is not usually de­
clared in business enterprise records. For our purposes, the opportunity 
cost was assumed to be 6% per annum of the undepreciated fixed investment. 
Since scrap value was assumed to be zero, the average interest on invest­
ment cost is approximately 3% per annum of the initial investment. 
Insurance and taxes may vary considerably from one location to another. 
For example, to attract industry, communities may offer new plants tax im­
munity for a number of years. Consequently the proportions given above are 
not intended to be representative of any particular community nor are they 
intended to be some type of average. But given as they are, interested 
persons may alter them to fit their needs. 
bo In-plant operating costs In-plant operating costs were broken 
down into three main categories: 1) supplies and services, 2) utilities, 
and 3) labor. These shall be considered in turn. 
Supplies and services include killing supplies, maintenance supplies, 
laundry service, and miscellaneous items. Since plants tend to purchase 
these items at irregular intervals, no short-term (weekly or monthly) re­
lationship with volume was found. The average of the surveyed plants, 
$0,219 per head, was applied to the 310 head/hour model plant. 
Utility costs include expenses for electricity, natural gas, water, 
and sewage. Utility consumption was obtained from the plants in our sample 
and costs were computed on the basis of the rate schedule in Appendix 1. 
An average utility costs of $0,127 per head was determined. It must be 
recognized that the estimates of supplies and services costs and utility 
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costs per head represent averages for relatively long periods of time and 
as such are of limited value in determining input-output relations. 
In theory, total repair and maintenance costs for a plant can be de­
composed into two elements, one related to time—age of equipment—and one 
related to use of equipment (35, p. 89). But this information is generally 
impossible to obtain. 
The ease with which these averages can be computed and their relatively 
small contributions to total cost balances heavily against the difficulty 
(time, money and availability) of obtaining more accurate engineering esti­
mates. Summing utility and miscellaneous supplies costs produced a linear 
total cost curve (for these two items) emanating from the origin, with a 
slope of 0.346. 
Labor productivity and costs in packing plants have been the primary 
subject of a number of studies, e.g. (1, 18, 41, 57, 58, 59). This is un­
derstandable since, first, the wage bill is the largest in-plant operating 
expense, and second, labor is the in-plant, productive factor which need 
not be combined in fixed proportion to output. The other variable produc­
tive factors of chilled carcasses are primarily combined in fixed propor­
tions to each other and to output. 
For example, exactly one live hog is required to produce one chilled 
hog carcass. Certain amounts of electricity, natural gas and water are 
required to produce one chilled hog carcass. Zero or limited substitution 
exists between these factors. 
Labor, in this sense, is unique among the variable factors used in 
the production of chilled carcasses. Management can choose among several 
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alternative, efficient work crews, with each crew capable of utilizing 
the existing equipment and maintaining a fixed slaughter rate per hour. 
The total slaughter for any week, then, is a function of the size (and 
productivity) of the work crew and the number of hours of sustained kill. 
Bottlenecks and discontinuities may produce certain undesirable levels 
of production in any particular plant, so that management may be able to 
effectively limit the set of possible production crews. The model plant 
presented here has three alternative crews - and consequently three al­
ternative slaughter rates - from which to choose, although other crews 
with different productivities are possible. 
The entire killing process can be viewed as a series of interconnected 
stages- A function or set of functions is performed at each stage %nd, 
generally speaking, the output of one stage becomes the input of another 
stage. These stages and the tasks included within each stage are outlined 
in Table 
An average wage per worker for each stage in the productive process 
was derived from the sample data and source (41). The number of workers 
required at each stage for each of the three alternative work crews was 
derived from the sample data. The wage per worker for each stage, the num­
ber of workers required at each stage and the total wage bill for each 
stage and for each level of capacity are included in Table 4.2. 
It was assumed that the non-wage labor expenses, i.e., social security, 
unemployment compensation, insurance, hospitalization, retirement, vacation 
anc sick leave, amounted to 20% of the hourly wage for each employee. It 
^An efficient crew is one where workers are assigned tasks such that it 
is impossible to reorganize the same crew and achieve a higher slaughter rate. 
Table 4.2. In-plant labor cost summary -- 310 head/hour plant 
Av. 310 head/hr 2 60 head/hr 2 30 head/hr 
wage workers cost/hr workers cost/hr workers cost/hr 
Stage 1 (drive, stun, stick) $ 3.13 5 $ 15.65 4 $ 12.52 3 $ 9.39 
Stage 2 (scald, dehair, gam 
table, singe, shave) 3.06 12 36.72 10 30.60 10 30.60 
Stage 3 (drop heads, split bris­
kets, open, eviscerate, drop 
bungs, retain carcasses, split) 3.19 8 25 .52  8 25 .52  6 19 .14  
Stage 4 (scale, bra d, remove 1  
k dneys, face hams, pull leaf 
fat, scrape fat, wash necks, 
cooler, janitor) 3.02 15 45.30 13 39.26 12 36.24 
Stage 5 (head workup) 3.06 13 39.78 11 33.66 9 27.54 
Stage 6 (viscera separating and 
cleaning) 3.01 13 39.13 13 39 .13  12 36.12 
Stage 7 (offal packing: sort 
meat, weigh, box, label, cooler) 3.01 5 15.05 5 15.05 5 15 .05  
Stage 8 (cleanup) 2 .96  5 14.80 5 14.80 5 14.80 
Maintenance 3.16 2 6.32 2 6 ,32  2 6 .32  
Supervisory 3.56 2 7.12 2 7,12 2 7.12 
Total labor requirements and cost per hr 80 $245.39 73 $223.98 66  $202 .32  
(1.2)x(wages cost/hour) - wages plus fringe benefit s 294.47 268.78 242.78 
(1.5)x(wages cost/hour) - overtime labor cost/hour 368.08 335.97 303.48 
Labor productivity (carcasses produced per man) 3.875 head/hr 3.562 head/hr 3.485 head/hr 
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was further assumed that the model plant need only to contribute this 
amount (2 0%) on earned wages up to 40 hours per worker per week. The total 
cost per hour of operating the three alternative carcass production crews 
is given in Table 4.2. 
Following industry-wide behavior, it was assumed that labor contracted 
on weekly basis and the employer must pay a minimum of 36 hours wages to 
any worker called to work Monday morning. Also, it was assumed that time 
and a half is required for all hours over 40 each week. For this plant, 
all overtime hours were distributed evenly over the five-day week and no 
work was required on Saturday or Sunday. 
The potential slaughter rates for the model plant are 332,, 278 and 
246 head per hour. However, since workers are given several coffee breaks 
and time to change clothes, they are not performing their respective tasks 
on the production line for a full eight hours per day. To allow for this, 
it is assumed that four minutes out of each hour are allocated to coffee 
breaks, etc. and fifty-six minutes are allocated to -production. To simpli­
fy calculations it is further assumed the four minutes are distributed 
evenly over the hour. 
The slaughter rates after adjustment to compensate for this phenomenon 
are 310, 260 and 230 head per hour. All discussion in this thesis regarding 
slaughter rates refers only to these adjusted rates. 
c. Total processing costs All weekly processing costs, labor, 
utilities, miscellaneous, variable, fixed variable, fixed, average and 
total are presented in Appendix 2. The costs are displayed for the three 
slaughter rates 310, 260 and 230 head pef hour, in steps of 500 head per 
week. Also included are the hours required for each of the labor crews 
to slaughter the weekly output. 
Total in-plant processing costs are shown in Figure 4.1 in cumulative 
form. Rather arbitrarily, as was stated in the earlier exposition of 
fixed costs, we have chosen to depreciate the fixed assets linearly over 
time. Following this procedure, 1/52 of the annual cost is allocated to 
each week. Admittedly, other methods exist for the evaluation of fixed 
services but whether their value is placed at 500 or 900 dollars has no 
bearing on the firm's week to week or short-run decision-making process. 
Figure 4.2 shows the average weekly model plant processing costs for 
each of the alternative labor crews. The envelope of these curves is the 
minimum average cost of production for each corresponding level of output 
and corresponds to the traditional short run average cost curve prevalent 
in economic literature. 
4. Assembly costs 
The general problem of establishing cost to the firm of a sufficient 
supply of live hog inputs during any time period was dichotomized: the 
problem of determining input price was separated from the problem of de­
termining assembly cost. Specifically, assembly costs encompass only 
direct expenses attributable to hog procurement, but exclude the live pur­
chase price. Only assembly considerations will be discussed in this section. 
Assembly costs were divided into two components: A. Costs not asso­
ciated with transportation; and B. Transportation costs. It just so 
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happens, as will be brought out in the following paragraphs, that these 
components coincide with traditional cost categories of: A. Fixed, and 
B. Variable, lue fixed assembly costs are considered first. 
a. At plant assembly All buying activities are coordinated and 
directed by a head hog-buyer. He and his staff, in conjunction with other 
management officials, determine the desired number of hogs, the prices 
to offer, the type of hogs to buy (e.g., light or heavy), and where to 
purchase. The head buyer usually has at his disposal some combination 
of the following intermediate sources: a fixed number of plant-owned 
buying stations, regularly bid dealers, other dealers, roving buyers, 
auction markets and terminal markets. His choice of supply intermediary 
depends upon a number of factors, among them being: the plant's location, 
prices at alternative sources, activities - anticipated and/or real -
of other plants and simple tradition. 
At-plant assembly (or coordination) costs include: annual straight-
line depreciation (assumed 30 year life) of general facilities, i.e., 
office, unloading docks, sorting pens and equipment; interest, insurance 
and taxes, which were assumed to be 5.5% of total fixed investment; utility 
and miscellaneous expenses; and labor cost, which was assumed to remain 
constant through the year. These costs are presented in Table 4.3. 
The annual costs were estimated from two primary data sources. 
Central facilities cost estimates were based on source 8. Sections C 
and D, Tabic 4.3, i.e., utilities and miscellaneous and labor expenses, 
are based on our survey data. Total annual at-plant assembly costs for 
the model plant amounted to $43,873. These costs are invariant with re-
Table 4.3. Summary of at-plant assembly costs 
Item Total Annual cost Weekly 
cost or annual de- cost 
prec.(30 yr.) 
A. Building and Equipment 
1. Building (office, un­
loading docks, sorting 
pens) 
2. Equipment (scale, and 
misc.) 
Total Building and equipment 
B. Interest, insurance, taxes 
(5.5% of total building and 
equipment) 
C. Utilities and misc. expense 
(includes telephone) 
D. Labor (one coordinator, two 
clerical assistants, two 
scale and yard men) 
$5,000 
3,000 
8,000 $ 267.00 $ 5.13 
440.00 8.46 
7,300.00 140.38 
35,866.00 689.73 
Total at-plant assembly cost $43,873.00 $843.71 
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spect to weekly changes in levels of proiiuctioa. 
b. Buying station costs To simplify buying activities in the 
model plant, it was assumed that the plant is located in the interior; 
that all livestock purchased is of one uniform grade and weight (230 lb); 
and that all hogs are purchased through buying stations, which are limited 
to a maximum of 1000 head per week. Exclusive reliance on buying sta­
tions is not entirely unrealistic, since: 1) interior plants as a rule 
purchase few hogs on the terminal market; 2) regularly bid dealers may 
be realistically considered buying stations since they are regular 
sources and receive commissions; 3) few slaughter hogs are purchased at 
country auction markets; and 4) roving buyers may be considered purchasing 
for delivery directly to the plant, which is just another buying point. 
It was not our intent to determine the optimal number of buying 
stations under varying conditions. Although it was recognized that prob­
lems exist in this area of inquiry, it was nevertheless assumed that the 
model plant maintains 15 buying stations. Counting the central facili­
ties as the sixteenth buying point, the station capacity requirement is 
consistent with maximum plant output. 
In keeping with tradition, costs for a 'typical' buying station were 
divided into two categories, fixed and variable. Clearly, since the ac­
tual station facilities are rented, the annual cost of $1218 is a fixed 
expense; equally evident, equipment depreciation is also a fixed expense. 
Labor, while usually regarded as a variable cost, is fixed, since good 
buyers - station operators - are highly valued employees; for this reason, 
among others, the stations remain open and buyers are retained year around. 
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regardless of fluctuations in plant output. 
However, there was some question as to the nature of the remaining 
buying station expenses, namely, travel, telephone, maintenance, feed, 
and miscellaneous supplies and services. We were interested in deter­
mining the existence and extent of possible relationships between these 
expenses and, first, the number of livestock purchased during a particu­
lar time period, and second, the distance in miles from the central plant. 
It was hypothesized that fluctuations in volume and distance from plant 
would not influence these costs. If fluctuations in volume were to cause 
fluctuations in these costs, then the costs would have to be regarded as 
variable. If distance from plant were to be a factor in costs, then at 
least part of the costs would have to be shifted to the transportation 
function. 
Two simple linear regression models (Ej = a + |3 (distance) + ^  and 
Ey = Q_ + P (volume) + »,) were used to test these hypotheses. The informa­
tion used in the regression analysis was obtained from ten buying stations 
operating and buying livestock for a single plant. The costs were re­
ported for a period of twenty-four weeks. 
Table 4.4 outlines the five expense variables, the parameter esti­
mates and the tests of significance. The primary conclusions derived 
from the analysis are as follows: first, none of the expenses were sig­
nificantly related to the distance (in miles) from the station to the plant, 
since none of the t values under distance in Table 4.4 were significant. 
Second, the lack of significant t values under volume in Table 4.4 indi­
cates that none of the expenses were linearly related to the number of 
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Table 4.4. Summary of relationships between buying station costs and 
volume, distance from plant 
Estimates of parameters and tests of significance 
Intercept d V 
a t b t b t 
E. 
:2,D 
^2,V 
4^,V 
80. 03 10. 62** 
75. 39 10. 82** 
29. 32 6. 92** 
29 .  48 7. 47** 
6. 13 2. 00* 
3. 89 2. 86** 
-2. 81 -0. 37 
17. 76 2. 45* 
111.13 9.05** 2.688 
127.55 10.86** 
0.37 
0.70 
-0.39 
1.769 1.91 
1 .80  
0.005 
0.002 
0.001 
-0.005 
0.003 
1.19 
0.72 
0.44 
-1 .08  
0.37 
El -
E2 = 
E4 = 
Variables 
Eg = total variable buying station 
expense (E^+E^+E^+E^) 
buyer travel expense 
telephone expense 
feed expense D = distance frooTstation to plant 
Misc. supplies and services V = number of hogs purchased in 
each time period by each station 
** 
.01 level of significance. 
.05 level of significance. 
hogs purchased by the stations. 
Moreover, it is important to note that all intercept estimates for 
the ten equations - except - were significant at the .05 level and 
most of them were also significant at the .01 level. This evidence sup­
ports the contention that the expenses; travel, telephone, feed, and 
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miscellaneous supplies and services, may be essentially regarded as con­
stant over time and distance. 
Table 4.5 summarizes the annual and weekly - assumed to be 1/52 
of annual - cost of maintaining a 'typical* buying station. Since the 
plant operates 15 stations, total annual buying station cost for the model 
plant is 15 times the 'typical* station cost, or $150,555 per year. 
Table 4.5. Buying costs for 'typical' buying station 
Item Annual cost Weekly cost 
A. Rent $ 1,218 $ 23.42 
B. Equipment depreciation 11 .21 
C. Labor 7,000 134.62 
D. Other (travel, gas, elec., 
phone, feed, misc. supplies) 1,808 34.77 
Total station cost $10 ,037  $193.02 
To conclude, fixed assembly costs - non-transportation assembly 
expenses - are composed of at-plant coordination and receiving costs of 
$43,873 and total buying station costs of $150,555, a sum of $194,428 
per year, or $4,739 per week. 
c. Transportation or variable assembly costs The spatial aspect 
of livestock assembly is critical. All producers are not located within 
sight of the plant; hence, transportation costs are incurred in livestock 
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assembly. The transport cost may be borneby the packer, the producer 
or some combination of both, with joint burden probably being closest 
to the true instance» Nevertheless, it was assumed that transportation 
costs were borne by the packer. Prices offered at buying stations were 
the same as prices offered at the plant. 
To further simplify transportation costs it was assumed that salable 
hogs were distributed evenly over the plain with an effective density per 
square mile of d^, which fluctuated from week to week. While retaining 
the buying station concept, this assumption allowed development of a 
continuous function relating supply of livestock in the area and trucking 
costs per head to variable assembly costs. 
The theoretical assembly function derived in Chapter two serves 
as the assembly function for the model plant. Computation of total 
assembly-transportation costs for any desired weekly production, then, 
requires transportation cost per hog per mile and the weekly density value. 
The transport cost per hog equals TC = 0.1728129 + 0.0053981 (miles 
transported). The function was derived from a hauling scheduled issued 
2 by Mikes Lines, Fredericksberg, Iowa. R for this function was 0.987. 
These values were substituted into the theoretical assembly-transport 
function derived in Chapter two with the following result: 
The density concept may not be intuitively appealing to the casual 
observer. But the concept can, I believe, be related to extant situations. 
During the course of activities related to this dissertation, the author 
had opportunity to discuss procurement problems with a number of head 
0.17281298- + (0.002545/ 
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buyers from different plants. Paraphrasing one frequently heard comment: 
"Some days we just can't do anything to encourage hog deliveries. We 
know the hogs are available, but they just won't sell. But other days 
the opposite occurs; we have two days supply before we can close off buy­
ing activities." 
These conditions have been attributed to such things as: the weather, 
the time of the year, 'misjudgments' of competition, and something else 
one might call 'sell fever', which was described psychological 
phenomenon or wave of optimism which, for non-price, unknown and unex-
plainable reasons drives producers to (or symetrically, away from the) 
market. These factors may be summed up in the density concept. A high 
weekly density may not only indicate the existence of salable hogs, but 
may also reflect, to some degree, the above-mentioned conditions. 
To summarize, annual assembly cost is the sum of: 1) at-plant, 
coordination cost; 2) buying station cost; and 3) the sum of weekly 
transportation cost. 
5. Total weekly costs for model plant 
Figure 4.3 shows the total weekly costs for each slaughter rate 
with an assumed density of 5.0 hogs per square mile. Total in-plant costs 
from Figure 4.1 were added to fixed assembly and variable assembly to form 
total cost for the week. Figure 4.4 is analogous to Figure 4.2. The total 
costs in 4.2 were divided by slaughter to determine average cost for each 
production rate at each level of slaughter. 
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When assembly costs are considered, the time-output curves for each 
rate continue to decrease after U-0 hours of output has been reached. If 
this were true in the real world, then a plant equating marginal cost 
and price would either be producing at an output level with price less 
than average cost or it would be operating at cooler capacity where cost 
curves become vertical. However, because neither phenomenon would occur 
in the long run it may be hypothesized since some costs have not been 
included - namely cutting, processing, managing and selling - their in­
clusion would alter the time-output curves. 
This chapter is concluded on a pessimistic note. Total plant costs 
may not coincide with the 'pretty pictures' derived here. The primary 
discrepancy between our figures and real world plants (excluding additional 
cost categories detailed in the previous paragraph) would lie in the fixed 
cost region and would affect the intercept but not the slope of the cost 
curves. Methods of allocating fixed cost must be regarded as decidedly 
arbitrary. It is also possible that a detailed engineering study of utili­
ties and miscellaneous supplies usage would yield a meaningful relation­
ship, assuming one exists. But until the industry becomes willing to 
open certain (not necessarily all) records to research, estimation tech­
niques are necessary and deviation from the actual, inevitable. 
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V. TWO MODELS TO INVESTIGATE IMPACT OF FLUCTUATING OUTPUT 
ON THE MODEL PLANT 
A. Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the prime concern was identification of 
basic cost-output relationships in the model plant. But mere identifi­
cation of these relationships is not sufficient; given the structure, 
and in accordance with the objectives of this thesis, the impact of 
weekly fluctuating output vs. stable output must be ascertained. 
Two basic models are introduced to rigorously define and identify 
impact. Model I, which is called the Exclusive Model because it excludes 
consideration of live hog prices, dressed carcass prices and assembly 
costs, is used to investigate in-plant costs under a variety of situations 
to be described below. Model I essentially sets the stage for Model II, 
the Inclusive Model, so called because it includes variables not used in 
model I. Within the framework of the more comprehensive model, model II, 
the impact of fluctuating output is redefined and explored for additional 
implications. 
Being the simpler of the two, model I will be presented initially, 
following development of model plant cost relationships and indices 
common to both models. 
B. Cost Relationships 
Most of the model variables carry a time superscript, t, which 
places the variable in week t. A second time superscript, y, essentially 
characterizes an annual value or summation over 52 weekly values. The 
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subscript (i) indicates the i^^ plant within the region under considera­
tion; i = 1, • . . , n, where n is the total number of plants. 
The slaughter rate for the i^^ plant, t^^ week is r^. The accept­
able range for r| is (0 ^  r^ - r^), where r^is the designed capacity 
rate for the i^^ plant. The number of productive hours for the i^^ 
plant, t^^ week is h5, which is bounded by zero and fifty. 
The slaughter rate and the number of productive hours determine 
actual slaughter for the i^^ plant, t^^ week: 
= (r^h^) . (5.1) 
Annual slaughter for the i^^ plant, y^^ year is represented by: 
52 
S? = 2 . (5.2) 
^ t=l ^ 
Slaughter in week t summed over all plants under consideration is: 
n 
SÎ = Z S? . (5.3) 
i=l 
It follows that total annual slaughter for the region is: 
52 n 52 ___ 
g y  = 2  2  S i =  2  S  -  ( 5 . 4 )  
t=l i=l t=l 
In this thesis, the values for and refer to, respectively. Feder­
ally Inspected Slaughter in the North-Central, North-West Region (here­
after referred to as FIS-NC-NW) for the t^^ week, and for the y^^ year. 
Further elaboration is left to the next section on slaughter indices. 
Labor costs for the i^^ plant, t^^ week are constructed differently 
in alternative situations. is the manning requirement - number of 
workers in the efficient crew - for the i^^ plant, r^^ slaughter rate 
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and productive stage. (See Table 4.2.) is the average hourly 
wage per worker in the s^^ productive stage. (See Table 4.2.) The basic 
wage cost per hour to the i^^ plant for the r^^ slaughter rate is: 
10 
Kir = 2 WsMirs • (S-S) 
S=1 
In addition to the basic wage, the plant is constrained to pay 
time and a half for all hours over 40 in a week and non-wage, fringe 
benefits for the first 40 hours, b is a composite fringe benefit coef­
ficient which represents the addition of fringe benefits to wage as a 
percentage of the wage, b equals 0.2 for all hours less than 40 and 
0.0 for additional hours. 
With these introductory definitions, labor cost for the t^^ week, 
i^^ plant may be defined: 
lJ = (l+b)(36)K^j. h^ < 36 (5.6) 
Lt = (i+b.)h^K. if 36 ^ h^ = 40 (5.7) 
X J. — 1 
= (3hV2 + 20(2b-l))K^p if h^> 40 , (5.8) 
Utility and miscellaneous supplies and services costs are as­
sumed to be constant (defined as m) per unit output, so that total 
utility and miscellaneous cost for the i^^ plant, t^^ week is: 
mS^ . (5.9) 
Given the above components, the cost concepts may be presented. 
Variable in-plant cost for the i^^ plant, t*"^ week is: 
+ mS^ . (5.10) 
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Annual fixed cost for the i^*^ pliuit equals pT. Then, total weekly costs 
are: 
+ py/52 (5.11) 
1 1 1  
since fixed costs are allocated linearly among weeks within any given 
year and among years. Annual in-plant cost is the sum of weekly in-plant 
costs, or 
52 52 
TY = 2 T = 2 V. + . (5.12) 
^ t=l ^ t=l ^ ^ 
Average costs for the i^^ plant may be defined for the t^^ week 
and the y^^ year, respectively: 
^i " + Fj/52)/sJ (5.13) 
52 52 
aY = (2 + F^)/2 . (5.14) 
^ t=l ^ 1 t=i 1 
The traditional concept of marginal cost is essentially meaningless 
in this situation. Due to the kinked total cost curve, marginal cost is 
constant over some ranges and undefined at certain outputs. 
Slaughter Indices 
An index of FIS-NC-NW Region has been formed in the following manner. 
The mean of weekly FIS-NC-NW for the y^^ year is 
y 52 " t 
Ur = 2 2 S./52 . (5.15) 
t=l i=l^ 
Weekly FIS-NC-NW, S. is distributed 
St (uy, Oy) . (5.16) 
01  
The slaughter index is defined 
Xt = sVuy = Z st/U? (5.17) 
i=l 
and is distributed (1, or defining 
= Oy/uy , then X^ -(1, o^) . (5.18) 
Further, mean slaughter for an individual plant may be defined as 
52 
= Z S^/52 . (5.19) 
t=l 
u^ may be considered as an approximation of the 'range' within which 
plant i operates, since weekly deviations occur about this mean. For 
example, if physical plant capacity were 15,000 head per week, and u^ 
were say 7,500 per week, then it could be said that the plant is operating 
in the 50% 'range'. 
In the absence of actual output information, an arbitrary mean level 
for plant i - an arbitrary 'range' of operation - may be set. Then the 
index can be used to determine weekly slaughter for the i^^ plant: 
S9 = u^X^ (5.20) 
which is distributed 
(u^, u| 4) . (5.21) 
Using this technique to determine weekly slaughter is tantamount to 
n fh 
assuming a constant market share of y - (where 2 = 1) for the i 
plant. This can be easily demonstrated. 
By definition, slaughter for the i^^ plant, t^^ week is a constant 
proportion (Y^) of slaughter. 
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= Y i E=i=i = ViS- ' ( 5 . 2 2 )  
t In this instance, $£ is distributed 
St ^»-(Y\uy, O^) (5.23) 
1 1 1 y 
because is distributed (U^, Oy) and y ^  is a constant. Summing (5-22) 
above over t and dividing both sides by 52, one obtains the following 
result: 
52 t 52 n 
2 SV52 = Y  .2 2 S./52 (5.24) 
t=l ^ H=1 i=l 1 
Substituting (5.15) and (5.19) into (5.24), we find 
Y £ = u^/Uy . (5.25) 
t 2 2 Since (5.18), S^ is distributed (u^^, u^a^), which is equivalent to (5.21). 
The assumption of a constant market share may be dropped and a new 
index formed. The new index is based on the indejf- outlined above; but 
it is altered to more accurately represent the true instance. Since ac­
tual receipts for any plant depend upon a large number of factors, e.g., 
the actions of other plants in the area, it may not receive a constant 
market share. Because many factors distort the constancy of a plant's 
share, a new index may be formed by adding a random, independently dis­
tributed variable to the old index. This suggests an appeal to the 
Central Limit Theorem in statistics which says, roughly, that the sum of a 
number of independently distributed random variables tends toward a normal 
distribution (78, p. 123). Hence the new index is formed by adding the 
normally and independently distributed random variable R to X*". R is 
distributed 
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R ''N(0, o?) (5.26) 
a' 
which dictates the distribution of the new index: 
= (X^+R^)'<i-'(1, + CT^), or (1, a^) . (5.2 7) 
Thus if we can find evidence of a higher variation of plant receipts 
(higher than the variation of X^, as measured by the coefficient of 
variation (CV)) we can justify increasing the CV of the index to match 
that determined by research. The relationship between the variances is: 
+ 0% = . (5.28) 
2 Since a is known, and the variance of the old index is known, deter-
2 
mination of is as follows: 
c/ = 4 - . (5.29) 
a r X 
Since CV = standard deviation/mean, and the means of the indices are one, 
the SE = CV and the variance of the normally and independently distributed 
2 
random variable R equals the difference between the desired (GV) and the 
2 
actual (CV) , or, 
= (CV^)^ - (CV^)^ . (5.30) 
A standard normal distribution 
Z N(0,i) ' (5.31) 
developed from data in Snedecor (62, p. 67) is used to determine R. Since 
Z = (R-0)/a^.-^ N(0,1) (5.32) 
2 
and R is distributed with known variance a^, R is a linear function of Z: 
. (5.33) 
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The distribution of R (see 5.26 above) is verified, since 
E(R) = E(o^Z) = a^E(Z) = 0 (5.34) 
and 
2 2 
Var(R) = Var(G^Z) = a^Var(Z) = . (5.35) 
2 
Systematic increases in produces a more widely fluctuating 
slaughter index and, consequently, hypothesized different levels of cost. 
The relationships between index variation and the various cost alternatives 
are presented in the following chapter. 
Table 5.1 includes a summary of the FIS-NC-NW region data used in 
this study.^ 
Table 5.1. Summary of FIS-NC-NW data used in study 
FIS-NC-NW slaughter 1967 1966 1965 
Total (x 1000) 31399-7 27228.3 26267.7 
Weekly mean (x 1000) 603.8 523.6 505.1 
Variance 8791.5 8866.8 6300.8 
Coefficient of variation 0.1798 0.1798 0.1571 
^The complete set of FIS-NC-NW region data and related weekly margins 
are contained in Appendix 3. 
b5 
Do Model 1 
1. Impact 
The impact of fluctuating receipts in the exclusive model, tY, 
is defined as; the difference between the cost of processing a given 
number of hogs at a fixed weekly rate for the year and the cost of 
processing the same number of hogs distributed in some fashion over the 
year, assuming production strategies and information constant. 
Essentially, two production patterns are being compared on an an­
nual basis. Costs under fluctuating output have been discussed; costs 
under stable output must be explained. 
Fixed weekly slaughter is defined as: 
52 t 
S? = u- = 2 S./52 . (5-36) 
^ ^ t=l 1 
All costs associated with are distinguished by the same 'wiggle' 
notation. For example, is the labor cost for the i^^ plant, t^^ 
week associated with fixed weekly output, and L. equals 52 since 
is fixed for all t. The annual impact for the i^^ plant, y^^ year, in 
dollars per head, is defined as: 
lY - Tp/S^ . (5.37) 
The impact on costs depends upon the set of circumstances within 
which the plant operates. The primary elements of this set are: the 
plant's output range, which is roughly estimated by proximity to u^; 
the extent and distribution of weekly fluctuations as determined by the 
derived indices; the quality of information concerning the future available 
to the decision makers (knowledge-perfect and imperfect-) production 
t>b 
strategies;^ and obviously, the very nature of the cost-output relation­
ships identified in the previous chapter. Alternative combinations of 
these factors and additional limiting or qualifying assumptions form 
model I which is designed to investigate the impact of fluctuating output 
on in-plant costs. These factors will be discussed in turn, but first a 
review of the model plant's inputs and a suggested method to shorten 
calculation of 
Only if cost-output relationships are non-linear will there be a 
cost difference.-feetween fluctuating output and stable output under the 
conditions imposed upon model I. Hence, to determine the impact on costs, 
only labor need be considered. These statements are explained below: 
Ail variable inputs in the model plant - save labor - are combined 
in fixed proportion to output. If the unit prices of these 'ingredient' 
inputs remain constant over the year, it can be shown that fluctuating 
output (as opposed to producing the same volume, but at a fixed weekly 
rate) will not affect their annual addition to costs. Beginning with the 
definition of in (5.37) and substituting (5.10) and (5.12), the follow­
ing relationship is determined: 
52 52 52 52 
I? =[(S L; + m 2 S? + fY)-(2 'it + m 2 "s. + F?)]/S? . (5.38) 
^ t=l t=l t=l ^ t=l 1 ^ I 
If (6.36), then: 
lY = 2 + msY + F? - (Z "Hlh - msY - F^)/S^ - (5.39) 
L t=l ^ ^ t=l ^ ^ 1 
52 52 
Collecting terms, I^ = (2 - 2 L^)/sY (5.40) 
t=l ^ t=l ^ 
^A production strategy is defined as a rule for choosing a combina­
tion of slaughter rate (r) and hours of operation (h) for each week. 
and by definition of an annual cost, 
iy=(LY-Lp/Sy . (5.41) 
Hence, lY is a function of slaughter and labor costs. 
Labor is combined in variable proportions in the rate dimension. 
That is, given the fixed equipment and increasing the 'ingredient' inputs 
in their fixed proportion, the relationship between the labor input and 
output (slaughter rate) need not be linear. However, labor is combined 
in fixed proportions in the time dimension. An efficient labor crew 
capable of producing 310 carcasses per hour can produce 620 in two hours, 
930 in three hours, etc. But because of institutional restraints such as 
minimum guaranteed 36 hours per week and time and a half overtime, labor 
costs in the time dimension are not proportional and if plotted, would 
yield a kinked curve. 
2. Production strategies 
Two basic production strategies are considered: 1) rate and time may 
be adjusted; i.e., the size of the labor crew (rate) and the number of 
hours of operation (time) may be adjusted weekly, and 2) only hours may 
be adjusted; i.e., the size of the labor crew is fixed annually and only 
the hours of operation are changed to accommodate weekly receipts. 
Note the difference between the two strategies. Under number 1, 
the rate decision is made only once, but under number 1, the slaughter 
rate is reappraised each week. Strategy 1 may be more closely identified 
with the Economic Entity, which is generally found maximizing or minimizing 
by 
something. Given the conditions oE model I, it is assumed that the firm 
attempts to accurately forecast receipts for the upcoming week and chooses 
that combination of rate and hours which minimizes the cost of slaughter­
ing the forecasted amount. 
Graphically, strategy 1 is equivalent to movements along the minimum 
cost envelope of the rate curves shown in Figure 4.2, whereas strategy 2 
is equivalent to movements along a given rate curve in Figure 4.2. 
3. Levels of advance receipts information 
Two basic market information situations are involved: 1) complete 
knowledge of future weekly receipts and 2) imperfect knowledge of future 
weekly receipts. In situation 1 a forecasting device is superfluous 
since receipts or output is known in advance and production can be 
scheduled according to the selected strategy. With less than perfect 
knowledge, an estimate of the week's receipts must be made so that produc­
tion may be scheduled. 
Computation of lY proceeds along similar lines under both assump­
tions. The only difference is that under full knowledge the estimate of 
weekly slaughter the actual weekly slaughter, = S^, whereas with 
imperfect knowledge, may equal S^. 
One simple forecasting device is used in model I; it is : 
S£ = a + bsT'l . (5.42) 
Two variations of this forecasting model are considered. Least squares 
linear regression analysis of 1965-7 data yields estimates for a and b. 
Perhaps a more realistic variation is a = 0 and b = 1, which says, quite 
simply, that what happened yesterday is expected to happen today. 
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Other much more complex forecasting equations are available, and no 
doubt a number of them would yield more accurate predictions. But it is 
neither our intent to devise new forecasting devices nor our objective 
to test all available methods, but rather arbitrarily, use one as a mean 
to achieve the overall objective of the thesis. 
Market conditions 
The model plant is assumed to be operating in the North-Central-
North-West region and receiving a constant proportion of the region's 
weekly federally inspected slaughter. (The mean, variance and coefficient 
of variation have been calculated for each of the relevant years and are 
displayed in Table 5.1.) Market conditions are altered by the addition 
of R to form a new index (see eq. 5.27). 
5. Impact functions 
A brief review of model I*s essential elements is necessary to fully 
develop understanding of the impact function. Initially, any arbitrary 
weekly output mean (say 10,000 head per week, which translates to 520,000 
head per year) may be chosen for the model plant. This mean, in con­
junction with the slaughter index described in equation 5.20 (or the 
new index equation 5.27) is used to determine actual receipts for 
the t^^ week, and consequently, labor costs for the same week. 
To determine the 'saving' or impact of stable vs. fluctuating output, 
two cost situations are compared for the year: I) fluctuating output 
(costs) as determined above, and 2) stable output (costs) where output is 
stabilized at the mean of the receipts of alternative 1. The same annual 
output is retained; only the fluctuations have changed to determine the 
7  0  
impact. 
By holding other model 1 variables constant - level of information, 
forecasting techniques, production strategy and index variation (CV) -
and by systematically changing the arbitrary mean, the impact function 
Iy is defined. Furthermore, by altering the 'other' variables above, 
additional impact functions may be derived, so that the cost impact of 
stable output vs. fluctuating output can be ascertained for each set of 
conditions. Figure 5-1 illustrates an impact curve. 
Several computer programs have been developed to cope with the mass 
of calculations necessary to trace out the impact functions under the 
alternative combinations of circumstances. The results are presented in 
the next chapter. 
E. Model II 
1. Additional variables 
Model I, outlined in the previous section, sets the frame for a more 
comprehensive investigation of the impact of fluctuating output. Model II 
described in this section is an attempt to simulate quite simply firm 
short-run behavior under differing conditions, noting consequences of 
the behavior. Of prime concern is the set of week-to-week decisions; con­
sequently, long-run problems such as maintenance of good producer rela­
tions, investment choices and plant location are not considered. 
Although alteration of mean supply relative to capacity, which is 
accomplished in model I by varying and observing the impact I^, is 
not present in model II, the essential elements are preserved. Also, 
three additional variables are incorporated, namely: 1) margin (M^), 
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2) effective density of livestock availability in week t (d^), and 3) 
assembly cost. These new variables are briefly formalized in the fol­
lowing paragraphs. 
(1) is the margin per hog, i.e., the difference between whole­
sale and live price per cwt. less $0.50 per cwt. transportation of edi­
bles from plant to market, times 2.3, which converts margin per cwt. to 
margin per 230 pound hog: 
Mt = (pt _ pt _ o.5)(2.3) (5.43) 
where is the average wholesale price for week t of all edible products, 
fresh basis, lard rendered, in 100 pounds of live hog, computed from 
wholesale prices on carlot basis, Chicago (67, 68, 69, 70); and is 
the mean, week t, of daily quotations on U.S. No. 1, 2 and 3 hogs, 220 
to 2U0 pounds, interior Iowa and S. Minnesota (67, 68, 69, 70). 
(2) Density of livestock availability is assumed to average 5.0 
head/square mile per week in the area surrounding the model plant. Density 
for any particular week of the year, d^, is derived by an admittedly 
arbitrary method. The general notion of disturbing a constant market 
share via introduction of a normally distributed variate, which was em­
ployed in model I, is applied to density of livestock availability in 
model II. The FIS-NC-NW index is modified by the addition of a normally 
distributed variate (0, cr^) such that the altered index coefficient 
of variation equals approximately .35. 
To formalize density: X^, the FIS index is defined in equation 5.17; 
the new index is defined in equation 5.27; the density index is: 
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= 5.0(xJ) (5.44) 
where 5.0 is the arbitrarily chosen weekly mean. 
(3) Assembly costs are categorized as fixed or variable. Annual 
fixed assembly cost for the y^^ year is defined as (FA)^. Assuming 
equal weekly allocation, the fixed assembly cost for week t, plant i is: 
(FA)t = (FA)Y/52 . (5.45) 
Variable assembly cost, or transportation cost, for plant i, week t is: 
(VA)t = aS^ + (2/3)(B)(S?)3/2(2dt)-^ (5.46) 
where a is the fixed cost per hog transported and B is the per mile cost 
of transporting one 230 pound hog at full load rate. 
Total assembly cost for the t^^ week, i^^ plant is: 
(TA)J = (VA)J + (FA)^ (5.47) 
and assembly cost for the y^^ year is: 
(TA)Y = (TA)^ . (5.48) 
1 1 
With this base, several additional cost and revenue variables are 
presented. Total variable cost for the i^^ plant, t^^ week is: 
(TV)^ = (VA)^ + vj (5.49) 
and total cost for the i^^ plant, y^^ year is: 
(TC)Y = (TV)Y + (FA)J + FY . (5.50) 
2. Revenae 
An assumption regarding timing of cash inflow and outflow is required 
as a matter of introduction to plant revenue. It is assumed that labor 
and live hog inputs are purchased at the outset of each time period, and 
the final product is sold at the end of each time period. The critical 
point is that output sales associated with specific input purchases are 
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not concurrent; however, they are executed in the same time period. 
The two revenue concepts defined next are only related to the tradi­
tional revenue concepts. A variable simply called 'revenue' is defined as: 
= Mfst (5.51) 
1 1 
which is the revenue obtained from edible product sales in the t 
week for the i^^ plant, less the cost of procuring live hog inputs for 
the same week. 
A second revenue variable called 'total operating revenue' week t, 
plant i, is defined as: 
- (TV)^ (5.52) 
which essentially amounts to total cash inflow minus variable expenses 
and live input purchases in week t. 
3. Average concepts 
Model II, as does model I, compares two basic situations under a 
variety of circumstances, the two basic situations being fluctuating 
output vs. stable output. Three 'average' concepts are defined to aid 
in this contrast. 
The average margin per hog for all FIS-NC-NW in year y is: 
y 52 t t 52 t 
Mi = L S.M /Z S. o (5.53) 
^ t=l t-1 
The average weekly density faced by the plant for year y is: 
52 
d" = Z dt/52 . (5.54) 
t=l 
The weekly mean slaughter for any given annual pattern of fluctuating 
output is defined as (see equation 5.3b). All 'wiggle' ('") notation 
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variables, unless specifically defined otherwise, are the weekly costs 
and densities associated with the constant weekly slaughter of . 
Impact assumes additional dimensions within the framework of model 
II. Before detailing the impacts, plant operations must be delimited, 
the firm's objectives discussed and the complete set of environmental 
conditions presented. 
Production range 
The model plant is constrained to operate within a given output 
range, slaughtering at least enough livestock each week to provide 32 
hours of employment at the slowest production rate and at most, 50 hours 
at the fastest rate. The minimum bound may be rationalized on several 
grounds, such as: the need to maintain acceptable labor relations, since 
trained workers seeking permanent employment may not readily accept week 
to week job instability or income insecurity; the need to maintain mini­
mum supplies of fresh meat to regular customers who, in the event of gross 
week to week uncertainty, would switch suppliers; and cursory observa­
tion leads one to believe that while hog slaughter plants in the region 
may sharply curtail production during short periods of low supply and mar­
gin, they seldom discontinue production completely, to open again when 
conditions become more favorable. 
The upper bound imposed upon output is easily determined for the 
model plant. Since carcasses must be chilled after slaughter, cooler 
capacity limits weekly production. 
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5. Input and output markets 
It is assumed the plant functions in a competitive world. The weekly 
average wholesale price of edible pork products on the Chicago market -
less product transportation costs from the plant to Chicago - is assumed 
to be the price received for output (see equation 5.38). The live price 
paid at the plant is assumed to be the weekly average of lowa-S. Minne­
sota interior prices (see 5.43). Both the wholesale price in Chicago and 
the live price at the plant are given to the firm, and for the time being, 
the firm's singular behavior cannot influence these prices. 
The plant's margin per hog was defined in equation (5.43). The 
weekly margins used in this thesis are reported in Appendix 3. Of course, 
if data were readily available, it would be desirable to have actual 
margins from sample plants. But since firms do not choose to release this 
'confidential' information, is as defined. 
Prices of all other inputs, e.g., labor, utilities and miscellaneous 
items are assumed to remain constant throughout the period covered by the 
model. Inedible rendering facilities are not included in the plant; but 
since inedibles are inevitable in the production process, it is assumed 
that the revenue accrued from their sale exactly offsets costs incurred 
in their production. This has the effect of raising total revenue and 
total cost curves by an equivalent amount; marginal costs, marginal revenues 
and consequently profit-maximizing outputs remain the same. Hence consider­
ation of inedibles need not enter into the production-scheduling process 
as defined here. 
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6. Knowledge of future market conditions 
Market conditions are described weekly by the two exogenous vari­
ables discussed above, namely, margin and density. Margin is a deter­
mining factor of revenue and density is a determining factor of assembly 
cost. Two basic information situations regarding these variables are 
considered: 1) perfect knowledge, and 2) imperfect knowledge. In situ­
ation 1, the firm knows with certainty the weekly density of livestock 
availability and the weekly margin. An optimal slaughter rate is chosen 
on this basis. 
Imperfect knowledge introduces uncertainty. In situation 2, only 
one source of uncertainty is considered. It is assumed that density is 
known, but that a simple forecasting device - the one used in the special 
case of model I = M^~^) - is required to estimate margin for the 
following time period. The forecasted or expected margin (Mf) in this 
situation is then used as an information input in the decision process, 
just as the actual margin is used in the instance of perfect information. 
7. Firm objectives 
Firm behavior is determined jointly by the firm's objective function 
and the economic environment within which the firm operates. Attention 
has been given in the previous section to the economic cl'imate and condi-
^The forecasting equation used here is deterministic; a single value 
for the margin is determined. A more realistic and much more complex ap­
proach would consider a probability distribution of expected margins and 
densities, resulting in a probability distribution of net incomes as con­
sequences of firm behavior. A relatively elementary example of this ap­
proach is given by Bill Darden (19), who suggests borrowing the beta dis­
tribution from PERT network analysis and using most likely, pessimistic 
and optimistic estimates to determine an expected value which stands a 
50-50 chance of occurring. 
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tioas surrounding the model plant. In-plant cost structure has been pre­
sented; assembly considerations have been reviewed; and market conditions 
have been outlined. The slaughter firm's objective function completes 
the core of model II. 
It is assumed that the model plant attempts to maximize profit on a 
week-to-week basis. At the beginning of each week, the firm reviews the 
information inputs regarding anticipated livestock density and margin for 
the coming week- Based on these two exogenous elements and the costs in­
volved in production, the firm sets an optimal production rate, and an 
optimal output (which implicitly assumes an optimal production time), 
which requires contracting a fixed number of workers for the week. It is 
important that the firm have accurate information regarding density, mar­
gin and costs, since once the weekly slaughter decision is made, it is 
assumed irrevocable. 
In mathematical terms, the objective function is: 
MAX = Ptsf - .5(2.3)8; - - mS^ - VA^ - (5.55) 
1 .  W  1  1  1 1 .  J L  1  1  
which reduces to: 
MAX N? = M^S| - ((VA)t + vj) . (5.56) 
This says the firm attempts to maximize which is the difference be­
tween revenue and the sum of the variable costs. 
The objective function is derived graphically in Figure 5.2 for 
given market conditions, that is, given margin and density. R^M^S^ 
is the revenue function with a slope of 1.8, the assumed margin. The 
three curves labeled r = 230, r = 260 and r = 310 represent total variable 
costs for the three slaughter rates; they include in-plant costs and 
r=MS 
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Figure 5.2. Optimal slaughter for week assuming margin = $1.80 
and density = 5.0 
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assembly costs based on an assumed weekly density of 5.0 head per square 
mile. The objective function N? is derived by subtraction of minimum 
total variable cost at each level of slaughter from the total 'revenue' 
curve. The maximum point on this function - indicated by X* in Figure 
5.2 - determines the optimal output for the week and the optimal value 
of the objective function. The illustrated situation results in output 
of 12,400 carcasses, or 40 hours at 310 head per hour. The residual af­
ter variable expenses is $1899. 
8. Maximization technique 
Differential calculus cannot be used to find the optimum point, for 
several reasons, the most important among them being = f(S^) does not 
possess continuous first derivatives. Less important and not insurmount­
able, boundary conditions are imposed with minimum 32 hours at 230 head 
per hour and maximum 50 hours at 310 head per hour rate. Hence calculus 
may not yield the correct result. If calculus is used, boundary values 
must be checked each time to insure validity of the maximizer. 
Ordinary programming techniques cannot be used to find the optimum 
without making further assumptions, since non-linearities exist in the 
labor cost function and in the assembly function. 
A computer program has been written to systematically seek the optimum 
under these condit-ions. The search routine is of little general interest, 
since it has been tailored to the specific problem and probably would 
prove unwieldy and expensive is applied to - say - twenty different 
slaughter rates instead of three. 
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9. Impact of fluctuating output 
To ascertain impact, two basic types of model runs are always being 
compared: weekly model run over one year with exogenous market variables 
as they are vs. weekly model run over the same year assuming the same an­
nual slaughter chosen by the model but a constant weekly level. 
Different market situations are compared within this framework; 
each market situation is characterized by a 52 week series of margins 
and densities. IWo levels of future market information are compared; one 
forecasting technique is used. 
With this introduction, model II impacts may be defined. The im­
pact on average variable cost of fluctuating output vs. stable output is: 
52 52 
= (2 (TV)Y - 52(TV)p/2 Sj (5.57) 
t=l t=l ^ 
is the cost-saving per head if the same annual output chosen under 
fluctuating conditions were to be allocated equally over the year. 
The impact on operating revenue per head of fluctuating output vs. 
stable output, which is roughly equivalent to saying the impact on profit 
per head, is: 
52 
Q, = (Z N? - Z NJ)/2 (5.58) 
t=l ^ t=l t=l 
where 
^i " - (TV)^ . (5.59) 
Alternative model runs and the resulting impacts under differing 
market conditions and assumptions are presented in the next chapter. 
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F. Summary of Model 1 atid Model II 
The general relationship between model I and model II is expressed 
in Figure 5.3 with a Venn diagram. Neither model is a complete subset 
of the other, but the diagram shows that they share certain variables, 
parameters and assumptions as indicated by area B, above. The purpose 
of this section is to point out similarities and differences between the 
two models. 
Model I determines the impact of fluctuating output vs. stable 
output on in-plant costs. It assumes an index of receipts whose varia­
tion may be systematically increased. So, for each mean weekly slaughter, 
there exists a cost-saving impact of stabilization for alternative levels 
of output fluctuation. The cost-saving or impact per head may be differ­
ent for alternative levels of capacity. 
M-I M-II 
Figure 5.3. General relationships 
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Model II, which not only includes in-plant costs, but encompasses 
assembly costs and margins, offers the firm an opportunity to select a 
short-run profit-maximizing output for each week - given market condi­
tions or expected market conditions - instead of varying output with an 
index as in model I. 
The output index of model I is employed differently in model II, 
where it is used to simulate density variation over time in livestock 
availability. 
Model II generates a series of 52 weekly outputs with a mean and 
variance, from which the coefficient of variation may be calculated. The 
Qj impact defined in equation (5.57) is roughly equivalent to the cost-
saving impact of model I, where the impact is read at the model II average — 
weekly mean and coefficient of variation. 
Essentially, model II permits the firm to select a point on one of 
the model I impact curves and amplifies the consequences of fluctuating 
output by including assembly costs and determining a profit impact. This 
profit impact may well suggest that although the plant experiences a cost 
saving from stabilization, fluctuating product prices decree lower profits 
and consequently, a possible reason for the firm to reject attempts at 
stabilization. 
Uncertainty is introduced in a different manner in each model such 
that there are two unique behavioral assumptions: 
In model I the firm estimates output for the upcoming period and, on 
this basis, chooses an optimal rate; however, since actual output is im­
posed upon the firm, it must make a time adjustment to compensate for the 
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difference between expected and actual. This may result in the firm 
operating at a non-optimal rate, which implies additional cost to the firm. 
In model II the firm estimates margin and determines weekly output 
on this basis. Once the production decision - rate and hours - is set, 
it cannot be changed and output is sold at actual prices. The firm's 
potential profit is not realized if it does not correctly foresee prices; 
but because time adjustments are not allowed in this model, an additional 
cost impact under uncertainty - equivalent to model I - does not exist-
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VI. ANALYSIS OF MODEL RUNS 
A. Introduction 
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part explores 
in detail the results or impacts derived from the model I set of assump­
tions, equations and constraints. Graphic techniques are liberally em­
ployed to alleviate the assimilation problem presented by the mass of 
data generated by model I. Model II, although it requires additional 
data imputs and a more complex computer program, does not generate an 
equivalent mass of data; consequently, section 2, which presents model II 
results, is much shorter than the first. 
Conclusions and possible implications are conveniently located near 
the relevant data rather than reserved for another chapter, A third sec­
tion briefly summarizes the analysis, conclusions and implications and 
adds to the chapter by enlarging upon similarities and differences only 
mentioned in context, 
B. Model I 
1. Guide to model I comparisons 
Table 6.1 provides the frame or guide for reporting Model I results. 
Each row in the table refers to a particular figure which, utilizing the 
1967 FIS-NC-NW index, displays a series of cost impacts for a specific set 
of conditions, the elements of which were defined in the previous chapter-
Each of the conditions is described by column in Table 6.1. Column 2 
characterizes the comparison or impact; column 3 indicates the production 
Sb 
Table 6.1. Guide to Model I comparisons 
Figure 
Type of 
comparison Production strategy 
Future output 
information 
Forecasting 
technique 
7.1 Stable vs fluc­
tuating 
Fixed rate r=230 perfect N/R^ 
7.2 Fixed rate r=260 N/R 
7.3 fixed rate r=310 N/R 
7.4 minimum cost rate N/R 
7.5 Fixed rate(r=230) 
cost rate 
vs minimum N/R 
7.6 Fixed rate(r=260) 
cost rate 
vs minimum N/R 
7.7 Fixed rate(r=310) 
cost rate 
vs minimum N/R 
7.8 Stable vs fluc­
tuating 
Minimum cost rate imperf ect S^=S^~^ 
7.9 (same as 7.8, but with 1965 data instead . of 1967 data) 
7.10 Stable vs fluc­
tuating 
Minimum cost rate imperfect regression 
7.11 Perfect vs im­
perfect fore­
casting 
Minimum cost rate N/R st=st-i 
7.12 (same as 7.11, but with. 1965 data instead of 1967 data) 
7-13 Perf ect vs im­
perfect fore­
casting 
Minimum cost rate N/R regression 
^N/R = not relevant-
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strategy followed by the model plant; column 4 shows the state of in­
formation regarding output in the future; and the last column, 5, dis­
plays the forecasting technique used if imperfect information prevails. 
The basic comparisons measure the impact of fluctuating vs. stable 
output. However, other comparisons are included: Figures 6.5-6.7 
measure the cost of one production strategy over another; Figures 6.11-
6.13 measure the 'cost' of uncertain output or imperfect forecasting. 
Figures 6.9 and 6.12 introduce the 1965 FIS-NC-NW index as an example 
of the effects of another index. Other indices were used in preliminary 
runs with equivalent results; consequently they have been omitted from 
the graphical display. 
Generally speaking, the figures are arranged in order of increasing 
complexity. Each figure will be presented in turn and will be accompanied 
by a detailed discussion of its derivation, possible interest, and impli­
cations . 
The salient feature common, to all model I graphs is that the same 
four levels of output variation are used throughout; each graph presents 
an impact or contrast with four unique degrees of output fluctuation. The 
extent of fluctuation is measured by the coefficient of variation of out­
put which was described in the previous chapter. Output coefficients of 
variation (hereafter referred to as CV) of .18, .23, .29 and .35 were 
chosen because they blanket the probable range of variation witnessed, by 
actual plants. 
Scientific notation is used to scale the graphs; also note that 
some of the graphs do not use zero as the starting point. 
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2„ Figures 6.1-6.3 
The model firm essentially has two types of production strategies 
at its disposal: it can fix the slaughter rate for the entire year and 
accommodate variable live hog receipts by altering the number of crew 
hours per week; or it can shift slaughter rates (and hours) which alters 
labor crew size and consequently affects costs. 
Further, assume for the time being that the packing firm has the 
ability to forecast future receipts with 100% accuracy - which is tanta­
mount to assuming perfect information through time. 
Given these conditions. Figures 6.1-6.3 evaluate the cost impact of 
stable vs. fluctuating output under the first type of production strategy, 
the fixed annual rate. Figures 6.1-6.3 feature the cost impacts of fluc­
tuating output for respective annual slaughter rates of 230, 260 and 310 
head per hour. 
Since the reader probably is not familiar with the impact functions 
described here, an example is offered to aid in interpretation of the 
graphs. Consider an average weekly slaughter of 10,000 head in Figure 6.1. 
At this level, four impacts, each corresponding to a unique degree of 
output-fluctuation, may be read directly from the graph as the height to 
the respective impact curves. For 10,000 average we&kly slaughter the 
values are: 3.0^ per head for CV = .18; 4.6^ per head for CV = .23; 7.0<f 
per head for CV = .29; and 9.6é per head for CV = .35. 
The interpretation of these values may be facilitated by expressing 
the problem in the form of a question with the above values as the answers: 
IE the model plant were to produce all year at a 230 head per hour rate 
under output CV = (-say .18-), and average weekly slaughter of 10,000 
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Figure 6.3. Impact of stable vs fluctuating output, rate = 310 head/hour 
head, what would be the cost-saving to the plant of operating at a stable 
10,000 head weekly rate instead of the extant weekly fluctuating levels 
of output? The answer, of course, is 3.0^ per head. 
Figures 6.1-6.3 show that for higher levels of output variation 
(graphically, extending CV = .18 to CV = .35) the cost saving due to 
stabilization is greater. 
Another characteristic readily discernible in Figures 6.1-6.3 is 
the tendency for the impact to be greatest over different levels of 
capacity or different ranges: Figure 6.1 curves peak about 8280 average 
head per week; Figure 6.2 curves peak about 9360 average head per week; 
and Figure 6.3 curves peak about 11160 head per week. The maximum cost 
saving for the range of fluctuations under consideration is determined 
to be between 15 and 16 cents per head for all three fixed rate strategies. 
Intuitively, it is easy to see why the curves in Figures 6.1-6.3 
peak where they do. The greater the concavity of the total cost function 
at the weekly mean, the greater the cost saving of stabilization. In all 
three figures the functions peak where the concavity of the total cost 
function is greatest - at 36 hours of production. The abrupt slope change 
in total cost at this point is caused by the pay restrictions imposed 
upon the plant; workers are guaranteed a minimum of 36 hours wages for 
the week regardless of the number of hours worked. Hence, the cost of 
operating the 37th hour at any rate is much greater than the cost of 
running the 36th hour at the same rate, which accounts for the greater 
total cost concavity and consequently the impact function peaks at the 36 
hour level. 
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It would be rather difficult to zero in on one particular average 
weekly slaughter and christen it the most important. However, since the 
'standard' UO hour workweek appears ingrained in our society (for the 
time being, anyhow) it will do no harm to view the cost-saving of sta­
bilization at the ^0 hour production level for each rate. Figure 6.1 
shows for a 230 head per hour rate, the range of cost saving due to 
stabilization is 5 to 12 cents per head; Figure 6.2 shows if the plant 
maintains a 260 head per hour rate, the range is 5 to 12.5 cents per head; 
and Figure 6.3 shews if the plant maintains a 310 head per hour rate, the 
range of cost saving due to stabilization is 4.5 to 11.5 cents per head; 
the actual cost saving is, of course, dependent upon the degree of output 
variation which is compared with stabilization. 
3. Figure 6.4 
The second type of behavioral assumption is perhaps more realistic. 
It states that the firm reappraises the slaughter rate on a week to week 
basis because a single rate is not optimal for all levels of production. 
Figure 6.U illustrates the impact or cost saving as a consequence of the 
'minimum cost rate' production strategy. 
The imposed conditions presented in Figures 6.1-6.3 required the 
firm to adapt to output variation with time adjustments, which are move­
ments along a rate cost curve, whereas the impacts in Figure 6.4 are 
generated by rate adjustments, which are movements between r^te curves, 
or specifically, movements along the minimum cost envelope of the rate 
cost curves. Consequently it is the concavity of this envelope that de­
termines the shape of the impact functions displayed in Figure 6.4 
cv 
. .3^ 
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These functions arc vastly different in configuration compared to 
those described under a fixed rate production strategy. The striking 
difference is immediately evident: with GV = .18, the cost saving of 
stabilization dips below zero - becomes negative - over a certain pro­
duction range. This a^aas the model plant would actually experience a 
cost saving from destabilization if it were to operate at this level. 
However, the cost saving from stabilization becomes positive throughout 
the entire range as the variation of output increases. 
The pronounced dip and negative venture in the center of the graph 
is caused by a SKort stretch of the minimum cost envelope being concave. 
If all rate cost curves were included, more than likely this dip would 
be less pronounced and probably would not result in a negative impact. 
The cost-saving or impact of stabilization in the average weekly 
slaughter range of 11,000 to 13,000 head, given the firm knows future live 
hog receipts with certainty and can adjust weekly to the optimal rate, 
ranges from 3 to 9 cents per head, depending upon the exact average weekly 
slaughter and the extent of output variation. 
4. Figures 6.5-6.7 
The impacts of output stabilization under two basic types of produc­
tion strategies assuming perfect information have been developed in the 
two previous sections. Generally, stabilization resulted in smaller im­
pacts or cost savings for the model plant using the minimum cost strategy. 
It cannot be concluded from the analysis that a fixed annual rate is 
superior because the cost savings are greater. A question which may be 
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advanced is: what is the difference between slaughtering at a fixed 
annual rate and producing at the minimum cost rate? 
If one were interested in an answer based solely on stabilized out­
put, one would merely turn to average cost figure (4.2) and measure the 
distance between the minimum average cost envelope and the relevant rate 
cost curve at some weekly output. But this isn't the answer sought here. 
More realistically, given fluctuating output and perfect information, 
what is the annual difference per head between remaining on a fixed rate 
curve adapting to receipts variation with, time adjustments and moving 
along the minimum cost envelope, changing from rate to rate as conditions 
warrant? The answer to this question does not involve fluctuating vs. 
stable output cost comparisons; however, the model I computer program was 
modified to graph Figures 6.5-6.7 which exhibit, respectively, the dif­
ference between producing at the minimum cost rate and fixed rates of 
230, 260 and 310 head per hour. 
The cost saving due to reappraising the slaughter rate weekly de­
pends upon which rate is chosen, the operating range described by proximity 
to the annual average and the extent of weekly fluctuations. 
The curves in Figure 6.5 slope up to the right, indicating less dif­
ference in low ranges and more difference in high production ranges. This 
is reasonable, since if the model plant is operating at lower levels of 
capacity - say averaging 8-9 thousand head per week - the 2 30 head per 
hour rate will also be the minimum cost rate and consequently the differ­
ence will be small. The same line of reasoning can be applied to the 
curves in Figure 6.6 (260 head per hour rate vs. minimum cost rate) and 
Figure 6.7 (310 head per hour rate vs. minimum cost rate). 
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A curious phenomenon occurs in all three figures. Normally one 
would expect a higher cost difference for greater degrees of output fluc­
tuation. However, at certain points on each graph, this relationship 
reverses, so that the greater the level of fluctuation - indexed by out­
put CV - the lower the cost saving from adapting the minimum cost rate 
strategy! Intriguing as it may seem at first glance this phenomenon, 
which owes its existence to the different curvatures of the model plant 
individual rate cost functions, is of little importance because it occurs 
over ranges of output which are not realistic for the particular slaughter 
rate. For example, the phenomenon presents itself in Figure 6.5 (which 
compares the 2 30 head per hour rate with the minimum cost rate) at levels 
above 11,000 head per week, which is at the top of the 50 allowable hours 
of production. 
It has been demonstrated that definite cost-savings can be realized 
by allowing rate as well as production time to vary as the conditions per­
mit. Only the minimum cost strategy will be considered for the remainder 
of the thesis. I'll attempt to justify this by raising the question: 
Under what conditions would a packing firm choose to fix rate and vary 
only hours when it is evident from even a cursory appraisal of Figures 6.1-
6.7 that it could prove profitable to shift rates at opportune times? 
There is no simple answer. A multitude of factors not yet discussed enter 
in. Several will be detailed here. 
So far the model is quite abstracted from reality. It has been as­
sumed thafa movement along either a rate cost curve or along the minimum 
cost envelope is costless. The former assumption is essentially valid; 
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the latter probably is not. Rate change cost, a factor which has not 
been and will not be quantified, may be high enough to justify fixed rate 
behavior for the plant. 
The rate change cost may be split into two component costs: direct 
and indirect. The direct costs include such readily measurable items as: 
the mechanic's charge to change the line speed, reorganization of posi­
tions on the line and the cost of hiring new workers or releasing old 
workers. Indirect costs, not easily measured, include: possible diffi­
culty of finding experienced labor, possible increase in wages necessary 
to induce workers to accept week-to-week employment uncertainty, and pos­
sible cost of devalued product due to inexperience of new workers. Back 
to the initial question. 
Another assumption carried through the first seven figures of this 
chapter is perfect information regarding future hog receipts. It may be 
that the cost of making an incorrect rate decision is high enough to war­
rant the single rate strategy. 
The decision to include only rate adjustments in the subsequent 
analyses is an attempt to push closer to reality, closer to the situation 
as it exists in plants today. Real world observations indicate tnat plants 
do make rate adjustments throughout the year, although it is recognized 
that some plants alter rates more often than others. 
5. Figures 6.8-6.10 
The mechanics of model I imply the packing firm has no control over 
live hog receipts. Prices, margins and costs are given and the firm re­
ceives a constant market share plus some random share. Previously, the 
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impact of fluctuating output assumed full knowledge of future live re­
ceipts. But now, the firm does not know exactly how many live hog in­
puts it will receive in any given week. 
The assumption of perfect information regarding live hog receipts is 
relaxed and the firm is assumed to follow this operational pattern; in 
week (t-1) it estimates receipts for week t using one of two forecasting 
techniques. Based on this estimate, the firm selects a production rate 
for week to which minimizes the cost of processing the forecasted amount. 
Consequently, the firm enters week t with a hopefully optimal and totally 
irrevocable slaughter rate. If actual live receipts diverge from fore­
casted receipts, the expected optimal rate may turn out to be non-optimal; 
carcasses are produced at the wrong rate and additional costs accrue to 
the firm. 
Obviously, the chance of a plant operating at a non-optimal rate 
for any given week depends directly upon the firm's forecasting ability. 
If the firm's economists could forecast the optimal rate each time, the 
impact under uncertainty would be equivalent to the impact of fluctuating 
output under certainty, which was displayed in Figure 6.4. 
TVo variations of a linear deterministic forecasting equation are 
used: 
The first variation assigns values of a = 0 and b = 1, so that the equation 
becomes : 
gt = a + bsV 
i 1 
t-1 ( 6 . 1 )  
( 6 . 2 )  
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which is the familiar "what happened yesterday will happen today" sort of 
thing. This type of forecasting technique requires relatively little ef­
fort on the firm's part and one probably would find actual firms using 
the model but tempering it with 'experience' and 'intuition'. 
The second variation of equation 6.1 involves least-squares linear 
regression estimates of the a and b parameters. Since the impact func­
tions are derived for alternative levels of capacity - i.e., different 
levels of average slaughter - and the index method is used to determine 
slaughter in week t (see equation (5-20)): 
= a' + b'xt-1 (6.3) 
is the estimated regression equation where a' = .211 and b' - .789. 
Consequently5 by substitution of equation 5.20 into 6.1, the para­
meters of 6.1 become: a = a'u^ and b = b'. It is assumed that the firm 
knows u^, the mean level of plant operation for the year, which is repre­
sentative of the annual operating 'range', or a proportion (Y^) of total 
annual slaughter. 
The primary forecasting equation used in this thesis is equation 
6.2 because, quite simply, I think it is easier to rationalize than the 
regression equation. The regression estimate is retained only for com­
parison purposes. With this introduction to the model plant's methods 
for dealing with uncertain live hog receipts, presentation of the remain­
der of the model I results may proceed. 
Figure 6.8 shows the impact or cost saving if the model plant were 
to stabilize output, given that the firm previously had to estimate live 
t-1 hog receipts using S = S . Significantly, uncertain live hog receipts 
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cause the impact to be greater than under certainty. Although the general 
configuration of the impact functions remains quite similar for the 
functions under certainty, they have edged upward as a group and the dip 
in the center of the curves is slightly diminished. 
The overall range of cost saving which would result from stabiliza­
tion under these conditions is approximately 1 to 17 cents per head. In 
the 11,000 to 13,000 average weekly output range, the cost saving range 
is 4 to 15 cents per head, depending upon the extent of fluctuations ex­
perienced before the stabilization. 
Figure 6.9 is included to give the reader some indication as to the 
uniqueness of the impacts featured in Figure 6.8. The years 1963-7 were 
run through the model with similar results: all graphs maintained a 
general configuration similar to Figure 6.8; only minor deviations were 
apparent» 
Figure 6.10 features the same set of circumstances as Figure 6.8, 
with one exception; the regression equation described above is used by 
the model plant to forecast receipts. The results are quite similar to 
Figure 6.8; the range of cost saving or impact is also about 1 to 17 
cents per head. Comparing the graphs (6.8, 6.10) one can see that the 
major peaks and valleys occur at the same levels of capacity; however, 
some differences are manifest in the form of minor variations. 
6. Figures 6.11-6.13 
The impact of fluctuating output under uncertainty as depicted in 
Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10 may be decomposed into two effects: the impact 
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or cost saving due to stabilization of fluctuating output and the impact 
or cost saving due to the fact that stabilized output also implies cer­
tainty. Alternatively, these effects may be stated as: the impact of 
output variation and the impact of uncertainty.. 
The first effect is displayed in Figure 6.4. The total impact using 
the equation 6.2 forecasting model is shown in Figure 6.8. The second 
effect, the impact of uncertainty, is shown in Figure 6.11. Each line 
in the graph represents the cost of choosing the incorrect slaughter rate; 
the greater the random or non-systematic fluctuations in live hog receipts, 
the greater the random or non-systematic fluctuations in live hog re­
ceipts, the greater the cost saving of stabilization. Also, the more 
able a firm is to anticipate live receipts, the lower the benefit from 
stabilization. 
The uncertainty effects derived from Figure 6.9 are shown in Figure 
6.12. Although the impact functions_in 6.11 and 6.12 feature different 
minor variations, they are similar in that they all rise rapidly from the 
left to a peak of about 9300 average weekly slaughter and slope gently 
to the right from there. 
Figure 6.13 shows the uncertainty effects for Figure 6.10, where 
the regression model was used to forecast weekly live hog receipts. Fig­
ure 6.13's impact functions display the same manner of arrangement as 
those where the non-regression forecasting model was used. Similarly, the 
differences between them lie in minor variations along these curves. 
The total range of the uncertainty impact or effect is quite similar 
for all three graphs, roughly 1 to 8 cents per head, depending upon the 
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variation in output indexed by the coefficient of variation and the 
operating range indexed by average weekly slaughter. The range for the 
uncertainty impact or effect in the average weekly slaughter levels of 
11,000 to 13,000 head per week is roughly 1 to 6 cents per head. 
Model I results indicate the model plant would experience a cost 
saving if output were to be stabilized. If as a consequence of stabiliza­
tion other cost links in the producer to coirsumer marketing chain were 
to remain constant or at least not increase, then producer-consumer mar­
keting costs could be reduced by at least an equivalent amount. 
C. Model II 
1. Guide to model II comparisons 
An elementary model of the packing firm and its environment is used 
to further develop the impact of fluctuating output: the focus is shifted 
from costs to gross margin and profits in model II. The firm is con­
fronted with market conditions and, given its objective function, makes 
production decisions which determine the cost and profitability of opera­
tion. Exogenous market conditions are approximated: 1) On the input 
side by density of livestock availability which is subject to systematic 
and random fluctuation, and the price of live hogs at the plant; 2) On 
the demand side by the wholesale carcass price. The two prices are com­
pressed into a single price variable, the gross margin. 
Table 6.2 presents a summary of model II results. Three different 
sets of exogenous market data are used in the model. Each set (65, 66, 67) 
Table 6.2, Summary of Model II results 
Data set Model II values Exogenous values 
Çg Av. sltr, CV sltr. Av. margin CV margin Av. density CV density 
Perfect forecasting 
65 $0.037 $0.262 13,388 0.241 $2.37 0.579 5.0 0.343 
66 0.034 0.461 12,602 0.290 2.20 0.815 5.0 0.324 
67 0.045 0.422 12,166 0.316 2.79 0.799 5.0 0.331 
Imperfect forecasting 
65 $0.037 $0.134 13,388 0.241 $2.37 0.579 5.0 0.343 
66 0.034 0.436 12,602 0.290 2.20 0.815 5.0 0.324 
67 0.045 0.375 12,166 0.316 1.79 0.799 5.0 0.331 
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consists of 52 weekly margins and densities for which, two statistics, 
the mean and the coefficient of variation, are calculated and displayed 
on the right side of Table 6.2. 
The endogenous values are shown on the left side. Is the cost 
impact or cost saving per head which would result from stabilization at 
average weekly slaughter; Q2 is the reduction in profit per head which 
would result from stabilization at average weekly slaughter; AVE. SLTR. 
is the average weekly slaughter chosen by the model; and CV SLTR. is 
the coefficient of variation of output. 
The sequence of events in model II is as follows: The firm evaluates 
price and density of livestock availability for period t. (If price and 
density are not known, it is assumed that the firm will use the 'what 
happened yesterday will happen today' rule of thumb and substitute the 
values for the unknown variables.) Given the market variables, actual or 
estimated, the firm chooses an optimal output which implies a specific 
optimal slaughter rate and its associated labor crew. Actual weekly out­
put equals planned weekly output. But, because of imperfect forecasting 
of prices, this output level may not be optimal, and consequently loss 
of revenue is incurred. 
The endogenous variables are presented in two groups, one related to 
perfect forecasting or certainty and the other related to imperfect fore­
casting. 
2. Certainty or perfect forecasting 
The model plant chose to slaughter 696,200, 655,300 and 632,650 head 
per year for the data sets 65, 66 and 67. The variation of production as 
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measured by its CV ranges from ..24 to .32. The cost saving which would 
result from slaughtering at a uniform rate over the year ranges from 3.4 
to 4.5 cents per head. Q^ , the cost saving impact, is equivalent to the 
cost saving impact in Figure 6.4, where it may be compared specifically 
with the impact at the average slaughter rate and the CV of slaughter. 
The two impacts should be close, but they need not be equal, because CV 
is not the only contributor to impact. The shape of the distribution 
joins to determine impact. The output distribution over time is imposed 
in model I; the output distribution over time is shaped by margin and 
density in model II. 
Q2, or the profit impact, ranges from 2 6 to 46 cents per head. This 
means that if stabilization were to occur, and the weekly margins were to 
remain as before, the firm would 'lose' 26 to 46 cents per head; i.e., 
it would be 26 to 46 cents per head better off under fluctuating prices. 
3. Uncertainty or imperfect forecasting 
The firm estimates margin in week t with margin in week t-1. Conse­
quently, the level of output optimal for t-1 is produced in t; optimal 
output for t is produced in t+1, etc. If one makes a circularity assump­
tion - that is, output for t = 1 is equal to output t = 52 for a given 
year - annual output under uncertainty is the same as output under cer­
tainty, except it is lagged one week. The assumption is made to facilitate 
comparisons in the model and does not invalidate the conclusions because 
the difference is negligible. Furthermore, in two of the three data sets 
it so happens that under certainty the output in week t=l equals output 
in t=52. 
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Since weekly outputs are lagged a week, costs are also lagged a 
week. Hence, in this situation, the impact is the same under imperfect 
forecasting as under certainty. However, since margins are not lagged, 
total revenue in week t is less than or equal to revenue in week t under 
certainty. It follows that since costs are the same and revenue is less 
than or equal to that under certainty there is a smaller impact, which 
implies a smaller profit loss per head from stabilization. Table 6.2 
shows that uncertainty reduces the Q2 impact from 3 to 13 cents per h-^ ad. 
4^-. Some suggestions for revising model II 
Because model IF Is a very elementary model of firm behavior and ac­
companying conditions, it is limited in what it can tell us. In its present 
form, it can only roughly suggest the general range of the impact of fluc­
tuating output. 
Estimation of two functions would vastly improve impact accuracy. One 
of these functions would replace the theoretical assembly function with an 
empirical assembly function; the other would replace the assumption of 
fixed prices for output with a selling function. 
The model could be much more disaggregative, including: a range of 
buying prices for various weights of livestock, several cutting functions, 
a set of prices for the different cuts, limited substitution between cuts, 
the ability to make time adjustments during the week, estimation of costs 
to change the slaughter rate from week to week and more sophisticated fore­
casting techniques. 
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The uncertainty impact would be different in some type of model 
synthesis; it would require the plant to make production decisions based 
on some forecasted price as in model II, but it also would allow the firm 
to make mid-week or daily rate adjustments as in model I. So the impact 
of incorrect forecasts probably lies somewhere between the estimates of 
model I and model II. 
D. Primary Conclusions 
Model I shows that the in-plant cost impact of stabilization is 
minimal, in the 3 to 6 cents per head range. Model II shows that for a 
single plant to stabilize, given certainty, the profit impact, which is 
the reduction in profit per head, greatly outweighs the cost impact and 
is in the 26 to 46 cents per head range. The inclusion of uncertainty 
drops this range to 13 to 43 cents per head, although conceivably, a dif­
ferent distribution of weekly outputs through the year could reduce the 
profit impact under uncertainty to 10 to 2 0 cents per head. 
The analysis suggests that if stabilization were to be initiated out­
side the packing firm, cost cuts would have to be found elsewhere to en­
courage the packing firm to accept the policy. Looking elsewhere, there 
are several areas where, given stabilization, cost reduction is a distinct 
possibility. 
One of these areas is the cutting crew. Many hog plants are now 
kill and cut operations. The cutting crew is similar in size to the kill 
crew; consequently, if the rate cost curves for the cut are similar to the 
kill rate cost curves, an additional cost impact would be evident. This 
could possibly double the cost impact of fluctuating vs. stable output. 
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A second hitherto unexplored and probably significant area where 
costs may be reduced as a result of an agreed upon stabilization is the 
set of buying stations. If stabilization occurred as a result of con­
tracting and the arrangements required direct delivery to the plant -
with the plant still paying the transportation cost - buying stations as 
scattered, intermediate focal points immediately lose their importance. 
As a result, station operations may cease, yielding an additional cost 
saving in model II ranging from 22 to 24 cents per head. 
Combining probable cost savings for these two unexplored areas adds 
from 25 to 30 cents per head to the existing or cost saving impact of 
model II. Given this increase in operational efficiency, it remains un­
clear that in the event of stabilization the packing firm would be able 
to retain its previous level of profit; it it can't, it probably would not 
contract to any degree. 
Bear in mind that the profit impacts of model II are contingent upon 
the assumption that other plants do not stabilize and prices remain the 
same. If all plants were to stabilize output and if demand were to remain 
relatively stable or grow at a steady, predictable rate, the willingness 
of packing firms to accept this would depend upon the resulting constant 
margin. 
The effect of stabilization on operational efficiency has been par­
tially answered. It has been determined that at least for the packing 
firm section of the producer to consumer pork pipeline, operational effi­
ciency is improved by elimination of fluctuations. But no general state­
ment is or can be made regarding the advisability of contracting. The im­
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pact of contracting or stabilization obviously goes beyond the packing 
firm. The cost advantages may be offset by disadvantages elsewhere. For 
example, arguments have been advanced both for (62) and against (71, 72) 
price stability with respect to consumer welfare. The impact of stabiliza 
tion on other sections of the marketing chain is not entirely clear; 
wholesalers, retailers and producers may accept or reject stability with 
varying intensities and for different reasons. 
Vertical integration per se may contribute to economic welfare in 
yet another respect. In recent years consumer preferences have been shift 
ing to leaner cuts of pork. However, the price system does not always re­
ward lean carcasses. Contracting supplies may be one way to expedite 
alig ment of production with consumer preferences. 
To conclude, neither 'a for contracting' nor 'an against contracting' 
conclusion may be drawn from this thesis. However, the results, which 
show no clear stabilization advantage when revenue as well as cost is 
considered, are indicative of extant packing firm behavior. These firms 
are not aggressively pursuing development of contractual relations with 
producers as an attempt to reduce live hog receipts variation. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
A. Summary 
Changes have been occurring in the pork industry. Fewer small pro­
ducers and more large producers are evident as consequences of new tech­
nology and specialization. Increases in technology have outmoded many 
older packing plants located adjacent to terminal markets. The slaughter 
industry has been shifting away from terminals, decentralizing operations; 
concurrent déconcentration is also apparent. Intermediate-sized, special 
ized plants have been able to compete effectively, cutting into the top 
firms' share. Further down the marketing chain, changes in wholesaling 
and retailing have contributed to overall structural shifts. 
The thesis focuses upon producer-packer market relationships and 
probable effects of alternative market situations on slaughter and pro­
curement costs. Total and average slaughter costs (with and without as­
sembly) are determined for a 'model' plant with designed capacity rate of 
310 head per hour and with options to operate at three levels of capacity 
approximately 70%, 85% and 100%. Time adjustment costs at each level of 
capacity are considered. Assembly costs are viewed in two respects: first 
in a spatial context, utilizing density of livestock availability as the 
key variable; and second, in a traditional context, featuring the fixity 
of other assembly costs-
Weekly market conditions (producer-packer), simulated with a FIS-NC-NW 
region index of slaughter, are imposed upon the previously synthesized 
model plant. Since an individual Jirm may experience livestock supply 
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variation in excess of the industry, slaughter index variation is sys­
tematically increased. Two models are presented to assess the impact of 
fluctuating output and uncertainty relative to stable output and certainty. 
Model I, which considers only in-plant costs and imposes weekly output 
levels on the firm, is more restrictive than model II, which combines in-
plant and assembly costs and allows the firm to choose an optimal weekly 
output. 
Results of model I and II indicate an increase in operational effi­
ciency - reduction of average cost - accrues as a consequence of livestock 
supply or output stabilization. The cost saving may fall anywhere from 
3 to 15 cents per head (or approximately 2 to 10 percent of in-plant vari­
able cost), depending upon the initial assumptions and comparisons. How­
ever, given a single plant stabilizes output and prices remain as before, 
model II indicates that the cost-saving may be swamped by a revenue loss 
and subsequent over-all reduction in profits. 
It is determined that fixed assembly costs may be reduced somewhat 
by stabilizing livestock supply through vertical integration, specifically, 
through some contractual relationship between producer and packer. With 
this additional aspect, the outcome is inconclusive, with no clear mandate 
for integration. The conclusions presented in the thesis are at least con­
sistent with observed behavior. At this time there does not appear to be 
a strong industry-wide drive to contract livestock, although scattered 
contracting does exist. 
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B. Some Suggestions for Further Research 
More questions than answers are generated by this thesis. Several 
productive areas of inquiry may be extended. First, the sketchy area of 
assembly costs. A more accurate representation of the spatial aspects 
of assembly is needed. Actual livestock price surface features for any 
given moment in time and the movement of the surface through time present 
a formidable undertaking. 
Second, complete integration of assembly, in-plant, sales, and meat 
cutting and processing costs in a more disaggregative model would add to 
the analysis. 
Third, an empirical investigation of the decision-making accuracy of 
the meat-packing firm under conditions of uncertainty would probably 
prove enlightening. What is the relationship between firm market mis­
judgements and accumulated additional costs? The analysis presented in 
this thesis suggests the forecasting powers of the firm are of prime im­
portance. 
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X. APPENDIX 1. UTILITY RATES 
â 
Electricity : 
Rate 301 Demand charge: $100.00 50 kw 
1.50 50 kw 
1.10 X 
Energy charge: 
For the first 300 kwh per kw 
1.5^  50,000 kwh 
1.2*f 150,000 kwh 
l.Of X 
For the next 100 kwh per kw 
0.8f^  all kwh 
For kwh over 400 kwh per kw 
O.ôgî all kwh 
The reactive demand charge has not been considered. The billing demand 
is assumed to equal approximately 4 kilowatts for every 1,000 kilowatt-
hours consumed (42, p. 83). 
Natural gas^ : 
Rate G— 90 7. o«? 500 Ccf 
4. 7/ 3, 500 Ccf 
4. 0«f 6, 000 Ccf 
3- 10, 000 Ccf 
3. Iff 380, 000 Ccf 
b. 
2. over 400, 000 Ccf 
1. For the first 133-•1/3 cu. ft. per day. $3 -00 Mcf 
2. For the next 533-•1/3 cu. ft. per day. $2 .50 Mcf 
3. For the next 66 ,000 cu. ft. per day. $1 .20 Mcf 
4. For all over 66 ,666-2/3 cu. ft. per day. $1 .00 Mcf 
R^ates obtained from Iowa Power and Light Company, Des Moines, Iowa. 
R^ates obtained from Des Moines Water Works, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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XI. APPENDIX 2. WEEKLY IN-PLANT PROCESSING COSTS FOR 310 
HEAD/HOUR PLANT AT THREE PRODUCTION RATES 
Volume 
Hours required 
7 000 
22.580 
7 000 
26.923 
7000 
30.434 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst" 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
10600.920 
2422.000 
13022.92 0 
1835.200 
14858.120 
9676.080 
2422.000 
12098.080 
1835.200 
13933.280 
8740.080 
2422.000 
11162.080 
1835.200 
12997.280 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util-misc.cst" 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
1.514 
0.346 
1.860 
0.262 
2.122 
1.382 
0.346 
1.728 
0.262 
1.990 
1.248 
0.346 
1.594 
0.262 
1.856 
Volume 
Hours required 
7500 
24.193 
7500 
28.846 
7500 
32.608 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
10600.920 
2595.000 
13195.920 
1835.200 
15031.120 
9676.080 
2595.000 
12271.080 
1835.200 
14106.280 
8740.080 
2595.000 
11335.080 
1835.200 
13170.280 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
1.413 
0.346 
1.759 
0.244 
2.004 
1.290 
0.346 
1.636 
0.244 
1.880 
1.165 
0.346 
1.511 
0.244 
1.756 
Volume 
Hours required 
8000 
25.806 
8000 
30.769 
8000 
34.782 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
10600.920 
2768.000 
13368.920 
1835.200 
15204.120 
9676.080 
2768.000 
12444.080 
1835.200 
14279.280 
8740.080 
2768.000 
11^ 08.080 
1835.200 
13343.280 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
1.325 
0.346 
1.671 
0.229 
1.900 
1.20951 
0.346 
1-555 
0.229 
1.784 
1.092 
0.346 
1.438 
0.229 
1.667 
A^ll costs truncated. 
LSI 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc. est. 
Tot. var, cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc. est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/h.d 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc. est. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.est. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot- fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/ad 
8500 
27.419 
10600.920 
2941.000 
13541.92 0 
1835.200 
15377.120 
8500 
32.692 
9676.080 
2 941.000 
12617.080 
1835.200 
14452.280 
8500 
36.956 
8972.303 
2 941.000 
11913.303 
1835.200 
13748.503 
1.247 
0.346 
1.593 
0.215 
1.809 
9000 
29.032 
10600.920 
3114.000 
13714.920 
1835.200 
15550.120 
1.138 
0.346 
1.484 
0.215 
1.700 
9000 
34.615 
9676.080 
3114.000 
12790.080 
1835.200 
14625.280 
1.055 
0.346 
1.401 
0.215 
1.617 
9000 
39.130 
9500.086 
3114.000 
12614.085 
1835.200 
14449.285 
1.177 
0.346 
1.523 
0.203 
1.727 
9500 
30.645 
1.075 
0.346 
1.421 
0.203 
1.625 
9500 
36.538 
1.055 
0.346 
1.401 
0.203 
. 1.605 
9500 
41.304 
10600.920 
3287.000 
13887.92 0 
1835.200 
15723.120 
982 0.807 
3287.000 
13107.807 
1835.200 
14943.007 
10107.033 
3287.000 
13394.033 
1835.200 
15229.233 
1.115 
0.346 
1.461 
0.193 
1.655 
1.033 
0.346 
1.375 
0.193 
1.572 
1.063 
0.346 
1.409 
0.193 
1.603 
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Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
* Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Total labor cost 
Tot. utrl/misc.cst. 
Tot. vcf. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av'. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av- fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
10000 
32.258 
10600.920 
3460.000 
14060.920 
1835.200 
15896.12 0 
10000 
38.461 
10337.690 
3460.000 
13797.690 
1835.200 
15632.890 
10000 
43.478 
10766.763 
3400.000 
14226.763 
1835.200 
16061.963 
1.060 
0.346 
1.406 
0.183 
1.589 
10500 
33.870 
10600.920 
3633.000 
14233.920 
1835.200 
16069.120 
1.033 
0.346 
1.379 
0.183 
1.563 
10500 
40.384 
10880.418 
3633.000 
14513.418 
1835.200 
16348.618 
1.076 
0.346 
1.422 
0.183 
1.606 
10500 
45.652 
11426.491 
3633.000 
15059.491 
1835.200 
16894.691 
1.009 
0.346 
1.355 
0.174 
1.530 
11000 
35.483 
10600.920 
3806.000 
14406.920 
1835.200 
16242.120 
1.036 
0.346 
1.382 
0,174 
1.557 
11000 
42.307 
11526.525 
3806.000 
15332.525 
1835.200 
17167.725 
1.088 
0.346 
1.434 
0.174 
1.609 
11000 
47.826 
12086.219 
3806.000 
15892.219 
1835.200 
17727.419 
0.963 
0.346 
1.309 
0.166 
1.476 
1.047 
0.346 
1.393 
0.166 
1.560 
1.098 
0.346 
1.444 
0.166 
1.611 
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Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot- fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
11500 11500 11500 
37.096 44.230 900 
10923.885 12172.629 
3979.000 3979.000 
14902.885 16151.623 
1835.200 1835.200 
16738.085 17986.829 J 
0.949 
0.346 
1.295 
0.159 
1.4-55 
12000 
38.709 
11398.836 
4152.000 
15550.836 
1835.200 
17386.036 
1.058 
0.346 
1.404 
0.159 
1.564 
12000 
46.153 
12818.736 
4152.000 
16970.736 
1835.200 
18805.936 
1.108 
0.346 
1.454 
0.159 
1.613 
0.949 
0.346 
1.295 
0.152 
1.448 
12500 
40.322 
11897.536 
4325.000 
16222.536 
1835.200 
18057.736 
1.068 
0.346 
1.414 
0.152 
1.567 
12500 
48.07 6 
13464.843 
4325.000 
17789.843 
1835.200 
19625.043 
0.951 
0.346 
1.297 
0.146 
1.444 
13000 
41.935 
12491.225 
4498.000 
16989.225 
1835.200 
18824.425 
1.077 
0.346 
1.423 
0.146 
1.569 
13000 
50.000 
14110.950 
4498.000 
18608.950 
1835.200 
20444.150 
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Av. labor cost 
Av. util/mise.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
0.960 
0.346 
1.306 
0.141 
1.448 
1.085 
0.346 
1.431 
0.141 
1.572 
Volume 
Hours required 
13500 
43.548 
Total labor cost 
Tot. util/mise.est. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
13084.912 
4671.000 
17755.912 
1835.200 
19591.112 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
0.969 
0.346 
1.315 
0.135 
1.451 
Volume 
Hours required 
14000 
45.161 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/mise.est. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
13678.605 
4844.000 
18522.605 
1835.200 
20357.805 
Av. labor cost 
Av- util/misc.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
0.977 
0.346 
1.323 
0.131 
1.454 
Volume 
Hcairs required 
14500 
46.774 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.est. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.est. 
Av. variable cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
14272.2 92 
5017.000 
192 89.2 92 
1835.200 
21124.492 
0.984 
0.346 
1.330 
0.126 
1.456 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot^  labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Tot. fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/mis.est. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixe cost 
Av. cost/hd 
Volume 
Hours required 
Tot. labor cost 
Tot. util/misc.cst. 
Tot. var. cost 
Total fixed cost 
Total cost 
Av. labor cost 
Av. util/misc.cst. 
Av. var. cost 
Av. fixed cost 
Av. cost/hd 
15000 
48.387 
14865.982 
5190.000 
2 0055.982 
1835.200 
21891.182 
0.991 
0.346 
1.337 
0.122 
1.459 
15500 
50.000 
15459.675 
5363.000 
20822.675 
1835.200 
22657.875 
0.997 
0.346 
1.343 
0.118 
1.461 
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XII. APPENDIX 3. DATA 
138 
a 
Table 12.1. Weekly slaughter and margin data 
1965 1966 1967 
Week M+D S.+c Week M+ S+ Week M+ S.+ 
ending ending ending 
1-9 3.38 574.1 1-8 2.09 439.5 1-7 3.01 556.5 
1-16 3.82 657.1 1-15 2.25 503.7 1-14 2.35 688.8 
1-23 4.07 684.6 1-22 2.25 461.0 1-21 1.61 682.2 
1-30 3.38 57 9.2 1-29 1.91 459.7 1-28 .94 624.3 
2-6 2.83 554.8 2-5 1.91 480.3 2-4 1.29 590.2 
2-13 2.21 522.8 2-12 1.56 474.8 2-11 1.47 644.3 
2-20 2.78 587.8 2-19 2.23 459.6 2-18 1.22 628.7 
2-27 2.71 544.6 2-26 2.53 496.3 2-25 1.06 578.8 
3-6 2.64 556.0 3-5 3.20 535.7 3-4 3.01 673.2 
3-13 3.80 602.5 3-12 4.30 544.6 3-11 2.07 654.3 
3-20 3.56 530.0 3-19 3.73 520.2 3-18 1.93 649.3 
3-27 3.82 603.3 3-26 3.11 467.6 3-25 2.51 626.7 
4-3 3.01 585.0 4-2 4.88 515.9 4-1 2.37 642.7 
4-10 3.34 533.0 4-9 2.38 490.3 4-8 2.14 644.7 
4-17 2.21 538.3 4-16 3.06 544.6 4-15 2.48 633.2 
4-24 2.09 537.8 4-23 3.96 547.6 4-22 2.16 640.3 
5-1 2.00 495.1 4-30 2.71 526.5 4-21 2.46 661.8 
5-8 -0.90 455.4 5-7 2.65 490.3 5-6 0.11 566.2 
5-15 1.50 440.2 5-14 1.86 521.8 5-13 -0.99 531.4 
5-^ 2 1.50 442.6 5-21 0.30 469.9 5-20 -2,12 455.3 
5-2 9 2.14 490.7 5-28 -0.11 434.4 5-27 -0.18 466.0 
6-5 -1.06 397.3 6-4 0-48 383.2 6-3 0.83 436.0 
6-12 0.41 413.0 6-11 -0-32 417.1 6-10 0.64 504.1 
6-19 0.71 428.4 6-18 -0.11 430.0 6-17 -0.02 499.0 
6-26 0.71 395.5 6-25 -0.92 418.5 6-24 -0.21 440.1 
7-3 1.77 415.9 7-2 -0.28 400.4 7-1 -0.07 495.5 
7-10 2.30 399.8 7-9 1.10 479.9 7-8 -0.51 414,4 
7-17 1.36 434.4 7-16 -0.09 42 9.0 7-15 -0.28 498.5 
7-24 0.78 388.5 7-23 -0.30 411.5 7-22 -0.09 477.5 
7-31 1.54 379.3 7-"0 -0.21 467.6 7-29 0.07 501.1 
8-7 1.29 423.8 8-6 -1.08 395.7 8-5 0.11 487-9 
8-14 0.28 397.7 8-13 -0.23 475.8 8-12 0.76 555-4 
8-21 0-92 448.2 8-20 -0.41 478.9 8-19 -0.18 516-8 
8-28 0.92 435.2 8-27 -0.05 500.8 8-26 0.71 559-5 
9-4 3.50 508.2 9-3 0.46 534,4 — 9-2 2.23 578-2 
9-11 3.86 419.8 9-10 1.91 476.4 9-9 2.57 533.9 
9-18 2.85 579-0 9-17 3.93 665.0 9-16 2.99 739.5 
a 
Derived from sources 68, 69, and 7 0. 
b 
(dollars); see equation 6.43 for deviation, 
'^ (thousands): see equation 6.3 for definition. 
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Table 12.1. (Continued) 
1965 1966 1967 
Week M+b S.+c Week M+ S+ Week M+ S.+ 
end ing ending end ing 
9-25 2.14 551.4 9-24 2.28 637.6 9-23 2.39 691.3 
10-2 1.96 550.5 10-1 1.86 613.9 9-30 2.44 713.8 
10-9 2.74 558.4 10-8 1.79 668.5 10-7 2.07 695.5 
10-16 2.02 540.3 10-15 2.12 639.8 10-11 3.04 707.3 
10-2 3 2.85 612.2 10-22 2.07 665.0 10-21 2.83 742.3 
10-30 2.32 535.8 10-29 2.07 620.0 10-28 3.50 733.0 
11-6 2.60 573.8 11-5 2.74 663.7 11-4 3.52 716.7 
11-13 3.43 560.0 11-12 4.62 640.1 11-11 3.17 696.4 
11-20 4.30 548.7 11-19 4.60 657.7 11-18 2.97 644.6 
11-27 3.96 502.3 11-26 4.69 561.0 11-25 2.33 608.6 
12-4 3.56 601.3 12-3 4.85 725.4 12.2 3.73 777.5 
12-11 2.64 527.1 12-10 5.01 741.3 12.9 3.52 723.9 
12-18 2.05 458.7 12-17 4.57 684.2 12.16 3.47 676,7 
12-25 -0.58 383.8 12-24 2.78 571.7 12.23 2.39 646.8 
1-1-66 1.45 384.5 12-31 2.55 490.0 12-30 1.86 549.1 
